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SANTA FE NEW ME XICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., THURSDAY, AUGUST 16, 1906.

VOL. 43.
that more than 3,000,000
workingmen were without work.
Some Gigantic Figures of Progress,
According to the census of 1890,
there were 16,525,000,759 capital In
vented In manufacturing industries In
the United States, whereas, according to the official figures, there were
In 1905 $13,122,607,090
so Invested.
The average number of
in 1890 as given by the census, was
4,251,535, (and Mr. Gompers said
were without work in 1894
and 1895). In 1905 the number was
5,492,178, not including those in the
hand trades.
The total wages paid in 1890
amounted to $l,89i,209,696,
and in
1905 to $2,661,409,858.
The value of the output of our manufacturers in 1890 was $9,372,378,843,
and In 1905, $14,873,818,425, not including that from the hand trades.
Taking the testimony of President
Cleveland and Samuel Gompers as
to the deplorable condition in 1894,
1895 and 1896, it will be readily seen
that the industrial development of the
country, both as affecting labor and
capital, has been at the rate of 100
per cent in the ten years.
There has been much discussion
and no little confusion over the effort to compare the relative Increase
In wages and cost of living in the
last few years. The Labor Bureau of
the United States in its last bulletin
on this question made a very careful
analysis for the fourteen years from
1890 to 1M.
In that comparison and
analysis It was shown that the weekly earnings of all employes had Increased 53.4 per cent from 1894 to
1904 and that the retail prices of food
products had increased In the same
time only 12 per cent. This, I believe
Is the only careful and scientific Investigation that has been made of the
subject.
The Republican party has always
followed the maxim, "Plant the factory by the farm," that there may be
the closest possible exchange between
tbe two great bodies of producers
One of the old complaints here In the
west was that the manufacturing was
principally In the east; but the continuation of a settled policy of protection has gradually extended the Industrial development to tlio west and
and
tho south, bringing agriculture
nanufacture closer together. The new
statistics of manufactures compiled by
the United States Census office last
year show more clearly than any previous census the general benefit of the
protective policy. The prosperity that
has come to the country under the
Dingley law has not been spasmodic
or sectional, except that. It has produced greater extension of manufacturing into the Central, Western and
3outhern States. This new census
shows first that there has been a larg-s- r
per cent of increase in the capital
put into manufacturing plants in the
last five years than there has been
in the product of these industries. The
actual, increase in capital was
or 41 per cent greater than
the capital invested in 1900. The actual Increase in output was $3,364,000,-000- ,
or about 30 per cent over that of
1900.
Capital has grown confident of
its investments and has turned hack
Into the plant a larger share of Its
earnings, to increase the demand for
labor and ultimately increase the outof Labor,
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In Which He Discusses Political Issues Fearlessly-Presiden- tial
Boom.

-

10. Speaker
Danville, 111., Aug.
Joseph C. Cannon was given a splendid welcome 'here today aipon the occasion of his appearance before the
eighteenth Republican Congressional
District Convention.
The convention of the eighteenth
Illinois Congressional district renominated Joseph G. Cannon for the eighteenth consecutive time, being his
seventeenth nomination by acclamation. He had not Intended to launch
a boom for President at this convention, but the pressure of his supporters was1 so great as to sweep away his
wishes In the matter. Speaker Cannon's supporters in his district will
urge the state convention to make a
Mr. Cannon's
similar endorsement.
speech follows:
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of tlie
convention: I thank you for this expression of confidence and I congratulate you on the prosperous condition
of the country under Republican ad
ministration.
The Republican party
has followed the teachings in the par- nlble of the wise servant who returned
to his master the talent entrusted to
his care multiplied ten fold. Clothed
with responsibility for the administration of the government of 80,000,000
people, we have sought to make a return that will benefit those who entrusted the talent to our enre. We
have succeeded In making two blades
of grass grow luxuriantly under Rewhere one
publican administration
grew feebly before under the Democratic administration.
Since the election of William McKinley as. President, the business of the
country "has doubled and the material
interests of all the people have 'become better than ever before In our
history; aye, better than the condition of any people anywhere on
earth In any time since history began.
This Is under the policies of the Republican party as enacted into law by
Congress and executed by the President. Attribute this condition to what
cause you may, speculate about It as
you will, call it confidence In men or
measures, the fact remains that :t
exists and that there never has been
recorded anywhere such Industrial development and such a, wave of pros-perlty as has swept over the United
States in the last decade.
Under the administration of the
Dingley tariff law there has been a
greater development in all forms of
Industry than has even been reached
under any other revenue law since
the government was organized. The
schedules of that law are now sacred
but the principle there embodied if
fundamental. Since the enactment of
the first .revenue law under Washlne
ton down to the present time the
periods of adversity have been under
the policy of free trade or tariff for
revenue only.
Prosperity for One and All.
This remarkable
prosperity under
the Dingley law has not been for one
class, but for all the people. It ha?
touched the artisan, the farmer, the
manufacturer, and the common laboi
of the country. All have felt Its benef-icen- t
influence, and I measure my
words when I say that the production
from all kinds of business enterprise
has doubled
since that tnemorab'p
year of 1896, when the country In it?
distress turned to William McKinley
the champion of protection, as the
advance agent of prosperity. The
capital employed In our Industries has
doubled; the total wages paid for la
bor have more than doubled in these
ten years; the farmers haive lifted
their mortgages amd are enjoying thp
embarrassments of a surplus In th
savings banks; and laborers hav
ceased to bunt for jobs and have become the bunted by the Jobs; In
spite
of large Immigration from other land.
there is more work than workers In
this country today. Capitol is cheaper thlan ever before, and money can be
had at less interest than any whew
else in the world. The sun of pro
perlty is shining on every part of
our immense stretch of territory fror
the Atlantic to the Pacific and from
the Greait Lakes to the Gulf and Wit
Rio Grande. We are at peace with all
the world, and our influence for
peace, whether it be 'between two grea'
powers In the Orient, or among the
small .republics on the American con
linen, is felt throughout the world.
The record of the servant Is his
best and only certificate for continued
employment, and the Republican party,
as a servant of the people, stands today in this campaign squarely on its
record.
We have no census figures as to
business conditions in 1896, but we
have them for 1890. 1900 and 1905.
and to supplement these we have the
official message of President , Cleveland, complaining that unparalleled
business distress and lack of corifl- dence marked the greater part of his
administration.
We also have the
official statement of Samuel Campers,
president of the American 'Federation
--

!

.

..

wage-earne-

$3,700,-000,00-

put.

Some Figures on Increase.
This census also shows that in the
five years from 1900 to 1905 the increase In the number of wage earners employed was 16 per cent over
the number of 1900, and the total
wages paid 30 per cent greater; in
other, words, the increase in the total
wages paid was almost twice the ratio
of the Increase in employment. To my
mind there could be no more complete
answer to the complaint that wages
nave not advanced since 1900.
But the most significant figures in
this new census are tbose which show
where the greatest increase In indusemployment,
trial plants, capital,
wages, and output took place.
Our foreign trade has been along
imthe same double track lines, our
in
$780,000,000
from
ports increasing
1896 to $1,227,000,000 in 1906, andouf
to
exports from $883,000,000 In 1896
vol$1,744,000,000 in 1906. The total
ume of our foreign trade in 1896
amounted to $1,662,000,000, and In
Add to that
1906 to $2,970,000,000.
our trade with Porto Rico, Hawaii and
to
the Philippines, which amounted
$75,000,000 and we have in the last
as
year a grand total of $3,045,000,000
the amount of business done between
the people of the United 'States and
the rest of the world. This Is greater than the foreign commerce of any
other nation, Great Britain alone excepted, and that because that natioa
ImImports her food products, her
ports being almost double her exports,
while our exports exceed our imports
by half a billion dollars.
"Steel Trade."
"The widest interest in the stel
corporation report attaches to what
Is least discussed that Is, the conditions in the trade as reflected by the
facta now available. It Is
true that the steel corporation Is not
the steel trade. Big as it is It is
neither themajorlty interest, nor even
the controlling Interest. In fact, its
proportion of the trade is relatively
it Is
declining, while concurrently
breaking Its own records of production and earnings.
Its production of
pig has fluctuated since its organization within a narrow range and without decided trend, standing now at
44 per cent of the country's total.
Its production of open hearth and Bes-- .
seiner castings has fallen by about 3
per cent to 47 per cent. Its dominance
is greatest in the Wire nail product,
which, although declining, remains at
66 per cent. In short the trust is not
by any means a monopoly and yet It
Is Impossible that, the trorft should
prosper and the trade languish.
"The Dingley bill was substantia!- first-han- d

(Continued on Page Eight)

MANY

REPUBLICAN CENTRAL
COMMITTEE MEETING CANTEEN

POLO E

NO. 152
SPECULATORS
INCITED RIOTS DEMOCRA

IN

Headquarters Republican Territorial
Central
Santa Fe, N
KILLED M., AugustCommittee,
HOME
lfi, 190G.
A meeting of the mombers of the
Territorial Republican Central Com
mittee of New Mexico Is hereby
called to assemble at the Commercial
Club in the city of Albuquerque at
10 o'clock on the morning of Wednesday, Sept., 5, 1906, for the purpose of
calling and setting a day for the
meeting of the Republican convention
to nominate a candidate for a delegate
to the 60th Congress of the United
SOLDIERS THE
RETALIATE States and to transact such other
TO HENRY WIRZ
business as may properly come before the meeting.
Proxies will not be recognized unBy Charging Crowd ShootWrmen of South Does
less held by citizens of the same coun By
Men
and
Not
of
ing
Wounding
which the member who gives
ty
Appeal to Grand
the proxy is a resident,
and Women.
Army.
Every member of the committee is
to
be present in
urgently requested
Warsaw, Aug. 16. It Is now stated person as matters of great moment
Minneapolis, Aug. 16. The business
that during yesterday's massacre, to the people of the
and to sessions of the Grand Army of the
Territory
thirteen nolloemen. four noliee ser the Republican .party will be dis- Republic began today. About one
geants, sewn gendarmes and four sol- cussed, considered and disposed of.
thousand five hundred delegates were
diers were killed and that eight poH. O. BURSU11,
present. The most important question
licemen, two gendarmes, two serChairman. to be taken up was the abolition of
geants and six soldiers were woundthe canteen from tho old soldiers'
CHARLES V. SAFFORD,
ed. The soldiers In replying to the
homes, and the proposed erection of
Secretary.
attacks on the police fired volleys and
a monument to Henry Wlrz by the
women of the south. On the canteen
charged the crowds. They killed
thirteen men and two women and se- MEETING OF
question the delegates were apparentverely wounded seventy nersons and
SOVERIGNS ENDED ly about evenly dlivlded. On the quesothers.
tion of the monument to Wirz there
slightly wounded ninety-fivDuring the night sbots were beard King Edward and Emperor William was on all skies a bitter feeling of
throughout the city but the casualties
Part After Cordial Farewell
opposition. The report of the commahave not been ascertained.
nder-in-chief,
At Station.
Tanner, covered the
Assassins Do Deadly Work and Es
work of the Grand Army for the last
cape.
Cronberg. Aug.. 16. Kine Edward year. No mention was mad of the
Ploek. Russian Poland. Aue. 16.
left Friedrichof this morning. Em- canteen question, but as to the Wlrz
Last night five policemen were killed peror William accompanied him to amendment a recommendation
was
and two were wounded. The assas- the Cronsberg railroad station.
The made Unit ulie Grand Army enter a
sins escaped.
leave taking of the sovereigns was dignified and emphatic protest
at. Petersburg. Aug. 16. The reien particularly cordial. The king pro- the erection of the monument.against
The
of terrorism which the nhtini or- - ceeded to Marienbad accompanied by heat has caused much sufferlne. It
gunizution of the Social Revolutionists, Sir Frank Locelles, British Ambasso-do- r Is estimated that nrodt rat Ions Hnrinp
to Germany, and the Emperor re- the
declared immediately after Parliament
parade number over one hundred.
was dissolved seems now to have turned to Friedrichof.
A great majority of these were wombeen begun in earnest. From all
en who became exhausted bv stanriine
on Ihe streets waiting for the
parts of the empire, the telegraph RECEIVER FOR BANK
parade
lines bring the same story of attacks
to pass.
have left the city on
on policemen accomoanied in most
WRECKER'S STORE account ofMany
the heat.
cases by plunder. The Polish revo
lutionists are especially active. There U. S. Judge Appoints C. G. Dawes to TELEGRAPH OPERATOR AT
Look After Property of President
is a veritable reign of terror tmm
CARONA MISSING WITH FUNDS.
the
Stensland.
Vistula
to
OArmfln
the
frontier.
Almost
of
fifty cases
It Is reported that the night teleassassination
were reported early
Chicago, Aug. 16. Judge Bethea
graph operator at Corona, a small stalast night.
Nnvnn
The
Vro. in the United States district court to- tion on
the El Paso & Southwestern
mya today heads its list of mur day appointed Charles G. Dawes, preshas disappeared and with
Railroad,
ders and other crimes, "St. Bartholo- ident of the Central Trust Company,
him a package of money belorglng to
mew's Eve in Poland."
receiver of the Milwaukee - Avenue
the
Express Company. He
Anarchists Kill Officers arid" Secure
of is
store, the majority
said to have taken the cash and
which is owned by President. Stens$8,000.
A dispatch to a News Aeencv from land of the Milwaukee Avenue State skipped out Tuesday night. The first
Odessa says that early today fifteen Bank. The bond of the receiver was news of the alleged embezzlement
was brought to the city today by a
anarchists took possessoin of a rail fixed at $150,000.
railroad man employed by the Santa
way freight station there; killed the
Fe Central Railway. He stated that
police inspector and three nollcemen A CARLOAD
OF
he was not able to learn the particuwho resisted them and carried off
eight, thousand dollars.
DYNAMITE EXPLODES lars and was not informed as to the
name of the agent. A Wells-FargIn Chihuahua Killing Twelve Persons detective is supposed to be working
FIRE THREATENS
on the case.
and Injuring Many Others-Det- ails
ALVARADO HOTEL
are Lacking.
REPUBLICAN TERRITORAL
COMMITTEE TO MEET.
M Albuquerque Considerabe .DamEI Paso, Texas, Aug., 16. Information this morning from Chihuahua is
age Done Cook Breaks Leg by
that twelve were killed and twenty
Jump From Window.
Tho call for a meeting of the Repub
injured, many of whom will die, as lican Territorial Central Committee,
the result of an explosion of a car of published on the first
page of this
Albuquerque, N". M Aug., 16. A fire
afternoon. paper setting the time as
which broke out at 2 o'clock, this dynamite late yesterday
September
No further details have yet. been re- 5, at
Albuquerque, is correct. Owing
morning for a time threatened the ceived.
to a typographical error, the call at
destruction of the beautiful Alvarado
Those killed were all, with the ex- the head of the editorial page gave
hotel. Flames burst out from under
the floor of the kitchen and for a ception of one or two, Mexican labor- the date us September 3, which is
ers. The junction at which the ex- not correct.
while great excitement
prevailed.
Guests and employes were aroused plosion occurred is three kilometers
and made hasty escapes, many of from the Chihuahua depot and only STOCKHOLDERS OF CHICAGO
them not waiting to Bon their wearing the distance from the city prevented
MILWAUKEE GET MORE STOCK.
apparel. The fire spread under the hundreds being killed.
floor so rapidly that within a few
New York, Aug., 16. Tho directors
minutes after It was discovered dense PROMINENT MEN
of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
clouds of smoke were pouring into
IN POLICE COURT Paul Railroad at a meeting today dethe corridors and out through the
cided to issue to the stockholders
open windows. The flames did not
common stock of that comreach any of the rooms on the second Officers of Brooklyn Rapid Transit
pany which Is now in the treasury of
InWith
floor, although considerable
damage
Company Charged
the company, this having already been
was done to that part of the building
citing a Riot.
authorized by the stockholders.
The
firemen
responded
by smoke,
New York, Aug., 16. John F.
promptly and by their efforts succeedOF PLAZA
ed in preventing the handsome hotel
vice president, Dow S. Smith, PARTITION CASE
COLORADO LAND GRANT.
from being destroyed. It is not known general traffic manager, and William
of
the
Just at this time what the damage Newberry,
superintendent
will be, but it is not expected Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company,
The suit for partition of the Plaza
that the loss by fire alone will amount were arraigned in seven police courts Colorado grant In Rio Arriba County
to much. Louis Compelgne, one of the in Brooklyn today charged with incit- came up before Judge John R.
cooks of the establishment, jumped ing a riot. They pleaded not guilty
this morning In chambers alt the
from a second story window to the and were held for a hearing tomorrow
Capitol, Attorney E. A. Fiske appearbail each,
in one thousand dollars
ground, and sustained a broken leg.
ing for himself as plaintiff and L.
which was given. The cases grew out Bradford Prince representing the deatof the disorders resulting from the
fendants. The latter asked to have
UNION VETERANS
tempts of the company to collect dou- all of the testimony taken as to the
ELECT OFFICERS ble fare for Coney Island, after con- character and value of the grant
flicting court decisions had been made stricken out unless they were allowed
Richard L. Gorman, Commander; Ma- as to whether or not the company is to
put In evidence on the subject, and
entitled to more than five cents.
jor General George Wentworth
offered to produce as witnesses Reyes
First Deputy,
Gonzales, J. M. C. Ohaves, Juan Andres
MEN AFTER
UNION
Martinez, and Anlceto Moya as witvet16.
St. Paul, Aug.
The union
nesses. After argument the court deBREAKERS
STRIKE
erans union has unanimously
cided to strike out all of that testi
Richard L. Gorman commander-in-chief- ;
mony and the portion of the referee's
and
Sticks
With
Them
Stones,
WentAttack
General
Major
George
report on the same subject. The re
of
Injuring
Knives, Dangerously
worth,
Haverhill, Massachusetts,
mainder of the report was confirmed
11
Arrests.
commander-in-chOne
was named as first deputy
after some reduction In the expenses.
ief,
and General H. H. Carr,
Samuel Eldodt, Page B. Otero and
of Wichita, Kansas, second deputy
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 16. A number Robert B. Wllllson were
appointed as
.
commander-in-chiefminers were suddenly atThe selection of of
commissioners to partition the grant.
last
Junction
Butler
night
at
next
tacked
the
place of meeting was left to
The occupied and cultivated tend had
the executive committee.
by men whom they had supplanted.
was fatally previously been separated, so that the
One of the
were area now to be partitioned contains
others
twenty-fivand
stabbed
LIGHTNING BURNED CLOTHING
about 6,000 acres, and includes the
Another
hurt.
more
less
or
seriously
OF MAN NEAR MAGDALENA.
north of Abiqulu. If
is missing and Is supposed to have copper district
cannot
the
be divided satisfac
grant
knives
been killed. Sticks, stones and
Socorro, N. M Aug., 16. Anastacio were used by the unionists. Eleven torily to those Interested It will be
sold and the proceeds divided equally
Vigil, the freighter wiho was killed by suspects were arrested today.
between the claimants set forth In
lightning Tuesday afternoon, was ridthe decree of the court.
ing one of the wheel mules of a
COMMITTEE
PACIFIC
UNION
team at the time, and was about
SILENT A3 TO DIVIDEND.
four miles from Magdalena.
His
NEXT MEETING PRINTERS
body was scorched by the bolt
IN HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS,
New York, Aug. 16. At the concluwhich had caused his death and
executive
smoke was issuing from the clothing sion of the meeting of the
Union Pacific ComColorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 16.
of the dead man when the body was connmlttee of the
was given Hot
statement
a
pany
today,
discovered by another native.. The
Springs, Arkansas, gets the next
no announcement
six mules were all killed by the vsame out to the effect that
year's convention of the International
bolt, and the wagon and lumber with would be made today regarding the Typographical Union.
The vote on the place for the next
which it was loaded bore evidences of action on the question of a dividend.
meeting was Hot Springs 11?, and In
having been struck too. One side of
the victim's face and his chest were BRYAN PARTY EN ROUTE
dianapolis 73. ' There were no Import
TO "OLD MADRID" TODAY. ant
burned, and his whiskers singed.
changes In the laws governing
Paris, Aug. 16. W. J. Bryan and the union in the reports of the committees adopted.
New Mexican advertising pays,
party left Paris for Madrid yesterday.
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Colonel Greene Says Money Back of
Mexican Disturbances Came
From New York.
New York, Aug., 16. The startling
statement was made yesterday by
Colonel William C. Greene, president
of the Greene Consolidated Copper
Company, that New York speculators
furnished the money for Inciting the
riots which came near causing Inter
national troubles early in June in

IS

AND

POPULISTS

In Nebraska on Nominations of State
Officers,

Mexico.

Colonel Greene issued a long cir
cular to stockholders In which he re
plied to some of the allegations of his
enemies. The most important state
ment is the following:
"The money for fomenting and inciting the riots was furnished from
New York and was part of a deliber
ate attempt, to depreciate, by the destruction of Its property, the securities
of the company and has been supplemented by the usual crop of malicious
and misleading rumors. Fortunately,
however, the attempt to destrop your
property miscarried and conditions
are again normal."
Colonel Greene would not go into
particulars as to whom he suspected.
The resiilt of the riot was a break of
about 10 points in Greene consolidated
stock.

GOOD WORK OF
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
Several Additional Teachers Enrolled
How Studies Are Being
Conducted.
names
There are now twenty-eigh- t
on the roster of the normal Institute
for Santa Fe County being held at the
high school in this city. Three additional teachers were enrolled yesterday and today, the new arrivals being
Miss Laura Wood, Miss Refugia
and Miss Elizabeth Foster. The
latter Is a daughter of Professor Luther Foster, president of the College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at
Mesllla Park.
Professors Wood and Garrison are
highly pleased over the encouraging
attendance and the good work that
is being accomplished.
This Is the
eighth consecutive normal institute
the former has conducted In this
county, and the attendance at the
present gathering of the teachers is
very gratifying to him.
Professor Wood has charge of the
class composed of native teachers and
he is Impressing upon their minds the
Importance of teaching English. That
they may be better Informed on grammar he is giving the members of his
class lessons In composition every
For Instance the lesson today
day.
was a short story In which ten speci
fied words were to appear. The words
in question were "children," "play,"
"tired," "measles," "bitter," "doctor,"
"coffin," "horses,"
"priest," "sorry."
Yesterday's lesson had for its theme
a picnic party in the canon and he
thought he would have something on
the pathetic order today. Tomorrow's
lesson In language will be the writing of sentences in which appear two
kinds of nouns, two kinds of pro
nouns, two kinds of adjectives, two
kinds of verbs, two kinds of adverbs,
one proposition, one conjunction, one
interjection, and one participle.
In addition to the program as published yesterday, Professor Garrison
devotes a part of each morning to
mathematics.
Miss Louisa Schnepple Is attending
most of the sessions, although she
does not have to do so, having taken
a summer course at tlhe Normal University.
Du-ra-

SQUEALING CHARLEY
KILLED AT LAST
Uklah, Cal., Aug., 16. Squealing
Charley, the king of the Yokayos Indians was killed August 12 in a terrific battle with some of his tribe.
Just how he was killed may never be
known.
He was found dead by some
friends a short ways from the town
and was brought into the morgue
He had been hit in
yesterday.
the head with an ax and then chopped about the head with the sharp
edge of the ax.
Squealing Charley was the most
powerful specimen 'of physical manhood this country has ever produced.
He weighed overthreehundredpounds
and in his youth was as strong as an
ox. He dominated the Yokayos about
thirty years and had never been conHe has been
quered
beaten nearly to death a number of
times by a crowd of Indians but always managed to come out alive and
later vanquish his enemies. Once he
was attacked by a band of Indians and
cut almost into threads and thrown
Into Clear Lake, but showed up all
right a month later and ran his enemies from the country. He was taken to the Midwinter Fair, where he
nosed as the big chief of the Yokayos.
Most all of the post cards have the
big chief's picture on them.
The funeral took place yesterday, attended by all the tribes In the county.
The usual fantastic funeral ceremony
was held In his honor.
single-hande-

TERRELL

11JEN01CE0

In Texas

Because of Primaries and Convention
Too Campbell Leads.

Lincoln, Neb., Aug., 16. At five
o'clock this morning, after an all night
session, the Democrats adjourned until
seven o'clock for the purpose of holding a conference with the Populists
regarding some offices upon which the
two conventions might fuse. This action came after George W. Berge, the
favorite of the Populists for governor
had been defeated by the Democrats
and after Berge had declined the
nomination tendered him by the Populists. The Democratic portion of the
state ticket follows:
Governor, Asbton C. Shallenbarger,
of Alma; Lieutenant Governor, Will
H.
iam
of
Green,
Crelghton;
secretary of state, Carl R. Goucher,
of Wahoo; treasurer, Frank C.
of Hastings;
auditor, Edward
H, Lulkhart, of Tilden.
When the
time enme for the Democrats to re- ussemble this morning the conferences
were far from a settlement. Attorney
General L. 1. Abbott, of Omaha, moved
to strike tue name of Edward H. Lulkhart.
ThU morning's conference between
the Democrats and the Populists,
resulted in the completion of
the state fusion ticket, the Populists
being permitted to name the follow
ing:
Auditor, V. S. Canday, of Mlnden;
land commissioner, J. V. Wolfe, of
Lincoln; superintendent of public Instruction, Professor Watson, of Cher
ry County; railway
commissioners,
George Horst J. W. Duvis, Dr. A. P.
Fitzsimmons; W. H. Thompson, of
Grand Island, wV.o wat the fusion
nominee for governor four years ago,
was endorsed for the United States
Senate, and the Democrats and Populists elected to the legislature this
fall are instructed by the state con
vention to vote for him, ,
Texas Democrats Ballot for Governor.
Dallas, Texas, Aug., 16. The Demo
cratic State Convention was called to
order today for its third days' ses
sion. Many delegates are denouncing
the Terrell law which requires a pri
mary election and then a convention.
The vote for the gubernatlonal nomi
nee was begun last night but because
of a confusion in the court, an ad
journment was taken at midnight. To
day the first ballot for governor was
given as follows: Campbell 195,853;
Bell, 156,489; Colquitt, 157.124; Brooks
137.971. This is simply the result of
the recent primaries under the rules.
Brooks who received the lowest vote
was dropped and the convention pro
ceeded to a second ballot.
At 1:30 p. m., the second ballot for
governor had not been completed but
it appeared that Campbell wad receives the majority of the Brook's vote.
It was freely predicted that Campbell
would be nominated on the third bal
lot.
Bab-coc-

how-eve-

BUSINESS AT

LOCAL LAND OFFICE
Officials Are Working Overtime Ow
ing to Large Numner oi

Filings.
The land office officials here are
having troubles of their own this
month. They are short handed at
fipresent and almost swamped with
homestead
Sixty-sioriginal
lings.
entries are recorded for the first ten
days of the month and enough more
have been made since to bring the
total up to a hundred. Torrance
County still continues to be away and
above all of the others in the district, being credited with nearly
of those filed for the first ten
days of August. San Miguel County
occupies second place with twelve for
the corresponding period. In detail
the business done at the local land
office up to the tenth of this month is
as follows:
Homestead entries, 66; acres,
desert land entries, 3; acres, 719;
final homestead entries, none recorded
yet.
The homestead entries were divided among the following counties of
the district:
Bernalillo, 1; Colfax, 3; Guadalupe,
2; McKinley, none; Mora, 1; Rio Arriba 1; Sandoval, none; San Miguel,
12; San Juan, 3; Santa Fe, none;
none; Taos, 1; Torrance, 42;
Valencia, none.
The desert land entries were: San
Juan, 3.
More final homestead entries are
ready to be recorded.
The total number of homestead entries since January 1st is 1,145; acres
entered, 161,847. Total number of
final homestead entries, 109; acres entered, 16,515. Total number of desert
land
146, acres
entries,
entered,
18, 943. The total number of entries
of all kinds since January 1, 1906, is
1,347; acres entered, 195,361.
two-thir-

10,-33-

CHARLES WAGNER RETURNS
FROM SPRINGS CURED.
Charles Wagner, the undertaker and
furniture dealer, returned home this
morning after a three weeks sojourn
at Sulphur Springs. His trip which
was taken for the purpose of recuperating was beneficial, and he comes
back feeling better than he has for
some time. The blood poison which
resulted from a prick of a sharp
needle used In embalming has entirely
disappeared and with it the swelling.
Legal Blanks of every description
Mr. Wagner's arm began swelling bad- and conforming to the laws of New
ly after the accident, wbldh at first Mexico are on hand and for sale by
Involved only the little finger.
the New Mexican Printing Company.
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Entered as Second Class Matter
HATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .25
Dully, per week, by carrier
1 .00
Daily, per month, by carrier
76
Dally, per month, by mall
7.50
raily! one year, by mall

the Santa Fe Postofflce.

ai

Daily, six mollis, hy mall
Dtilly, Ihree month, hy mall
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2.00
2.00
1. 00
75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six month
Weekly, per quarter
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KEPUBLICAN

COMMITTEE
ING.

MEET-

Republican Territorial
Central Committee, Santa Fe, X.
M.. August 10, 1900.
A meeting of the members of the
Territorial Republican Central Coin-- !
mittee of New Mexico is hereby
called to assemble at the Commercial
ui
Club In the city of Albuquerque
10 o'clock on the morning of Monday,
September 3, 1901!, for the purpose of
calling and setting a day for the
meeting of the Republican convention
id nominate a candidate for a delegate
io the OOlh Congress of the I'nited
such other
Slates and to transact
business as may properly come before the meeting.
Proxies will not be recognized unless hold by citizens of the same county ot which the member who gives
tlie proxy is a resident.
livery member of the committee is
urgently requested to be present in
person as matters of great moment
to the people of the Territory and to
the Republican party will be discussed, considered and disposed of,
H. 0. BL'RSUM,
Chairman.
CHARLES V. S AFFORD,
Secretary.
A

WORD

TO ROY GOODRICH,

SECRETARY!
Roy tioodrich, secretary of the Arizona ami-join- t
statehood league, goes
about that rather hot Territory asserting that the debt of Santa Fe County
is $i,2uo,uuO, and that the new state
it
of Arizona will have to shoulder
were joint, statehood to become an accomplished fact. As far as the New
Mexican knows, Mr. Goodrich is a
pretty decent fellow, but he will have
io stop slandering this county else
lie will have to bo gotten after with
a sharp stick. Th5 truth is bad enough.
The facts are that Santa Fe County
as can
owes, as nearly
loday
be ascertain, about. $920,000 partly
In bond3 and partly in judgments rendered for delinquent coupons and in
terest thereon. The Territory of New
Mexico has nothing to do with this

debt and the future state of Arizona
If it be created, will have nothing to
do with it unless the people of the
new state in their kindness of heart,
and being chuck full of the milk of
human kindness will come to the res
cue of this county and help it out of
its great dilemma and sore straits;
this Is hardly possible, and not at all
probable. "Like the flowers that bloom
In the spring," the question "has not h
ing tu do with the case."
Mr. Goodrich also asserts that the
assessed value of Santa Fe County is
$1,200,000. Herein he is also mistak
en, intentionally or unintentionally, it
matters not. The assessed valuation
for Santa Fe County for the year 1906
is $1,910,000, an increase of $110,000
over 1903. The chances are that for
the year 190" the assessment will be
increased $200,000 more. The great
misfortune of Santa Fe County In this
respect was brought about by the people voting railroad aid bonds for the
branch line of the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe from Lamy to this city
mid to procure the building of a road
from Espanola, the terminal of the
Denver and Rio Grande, here, $150,000
In each case. Incidentally, also thieving Democratic county officers embezzled about $100,000 years ago which
put the various interest, funds so far
behind Uiat the taxes to pay the in
terest coupons on these issues of
bonds became very burdensome and
tax payers declined to pay. The major
part of the present indebtedness is
made up of compound interest on the
above sums. The county has offered
at
a compromise with the
00 per cent In bonds running forty
years bearing three per cent interest.
have not. ac
This the
cepted, although they ought to, as, so
this paper is informed, several of
the present
paid no more
than 05 cents on the dollar for their
holdings.
The present commonwealth of New
Mexico, the future state of New Mexico, or state of Arizona need not worry
about this debt. It cannot be saddled
upon either or any of them. A compromise may be effected, although on
account of opposition by a number of
people here the attempts have been so
far unsuccessful. This opposition is
based upon the alleged reason that
somebody or other will make some
money out of the settlement.
Other statements which Mr. Good
rich is making, according to report,
concerning the debt of New Mexico
and Its counties, are also either un
true or based upon misinformation or
ignorance. In short, the facts are:
The territory of Arizona had a terrl
torial indebtedness of $3,118,000 on
June 30 of this year. The Territory
of New Mexico had an Indebtedness
of $743,000 on the same date. The
county debts of New Mexico amount
in round
numbers, Including the
Santa Fe .Indebtedness, to $2,800,000
In addition to the territorial Indebted
ness of Arizona, as given above, there
are Individual county debts concern
Ing which the New Mexican has no
exact data at this time, but this paper
believes they amount to a half million or more dollars. In addition the
several cities of the two territories
have city debts for which they alone
are responsible.
The funded territorial debt of Arizona bears a higher per cent of interest than does the one of New Mexico.
This is an important item as Arizona's
bond-holder- s

bond-holder- s

bond-holde-

debt is $3,118,000 and New Mexico's
is but $713,000 which is constantly being reduced, while the Arizona terri
torial debt is on the increase, For;
the present fiscal year which will end
December 1, 1900, the treasury of the
Territory will show a large surplus:
over and above all appropriations
which will not be the case In An-- ,
me terniormi iu iur
zona,
educed one mill for the coming year
,nd It is believed, if statehood does
not intervene, It will be reduced two
mills in 1907. There are several hundreds of miles of railroad now exempt
which will come in for taxation with-- !
In addition!
in the next two years.
thousands of homestead . entries are
being taken hy actual settlers, which,
as soon as proven up. will add much
io the taxable valuation, in over
of the financial
way a comparison
status of the two territories favors
From this standpoint,
New Mexico.
although this statement may prove a
sword, Arizona will be bene-filed while New Mexico will have to
pay the bigger share by union with
Arizona. The New Mexican makes
this statement because it is a fact
and to illustrate the downright unfairness, the wicked injustice and the
t
silly stand taken by Arizona
statehood papers and politicians In
the matter. More facts and figures ilbe
will
this question
lustrating
brought out in due course of time.
The New Mexican has embraced the
cause of joint statehood believing it
the best course at this time. Unless
the Republican territorial convention
decides differently this paper will hew
to that, line, let the chips fall where
they may. Naturally, one of the most
important matters for consideration
Facts and
is the financial situation.
official figures as they are will be
given by this paper and if truth and
veracity do not, over ride falsehood and
error, the New Mexican will be satisfied that it has done its duty to the
jjixpple and to Itself.
1

d

anti-join-

ment building and Btop the long
wrangle between the towns on the
He can and will
postofiice matter.
do it. He will secure a fish hatchery
for the Uallinas and othor legislation
of much importance to this county.
And he will work to the best that Is
in him for the interests of the whole
He should be renomlna-- :
Territory.
ted."

WHAT THE KIDNEYS
Their

Foster-Milbur-

somewhat turbulent jag at the
l.eugue Island navy yard, was promptly served up by the yellow journals
as a mutiny. In a similar manner New
Mexico yellow sheets make mountains
out of political molehills. Anything
for a sensation and to besmirch somebody's character is the motto of the
breed. They are all the same whether
in hot, dusty, smoky New York, or
In bright, sunshiny nnd
healthy New

GENERAL AGENTS

-

Chairman Griggs of the Democratic
Congressional Committee, has chipped
in a dollar of another man's money, to
SILVER MINING IN NEW MEXICO.
the campaign fund of Chairman Sher
Silver mining in New Mexico is al- man of the
Republican committee.
ready taking an upward start owing The New Mexican would call this real
to the conclusion by the Treasury Deneighborly if It did not have a sneakpartment to purchase 100,000 ounces
idea that It was a New York fake
of the white metal weekly for coinage ing
the
item came in a New York dispurposes. Not so many years ago New
Mexico was a considerable silver pro- patch.
ducer and there is no good reason why
If it comes to any man being nfrald
It should not become so again. There
are many mountain ranges in which to own a great fortune the New Mexi-- j
silver ores abound which will again be can will undertake to promptly pro-- ;
duce a fellow willing to take over the
profitably mined if there is a market
for the product. 100,000 ounces per ownership. In fact, this paper violates
week is nothing great but it will help no confidence in saying that, there are
considerably. Silver mining lias been numbers of New Mexicans ready to
nnd naturally will again be profitably sacrifice themselves.
prosecuted in Grant, Sierra, Luna, SoAn incipient revolution in the
corro, Lincoln and Santa Fe Counties
In addition,
under this new policy.
Republic of Columbia was nip-the demand for silver for Industrial ped In the bud last week. Seventeen
purpose is Increasing and everything revolutionist generals were arrested
The Pueblo Chieftain, re- land as there were no privates the
helps.
marking upon this condition makes revolution busted ignominonsly.
the following timely comment:
"The announcement that, the I'niJoint statehood or no joint state
ted Stales government, will buy silver hood, the fruit crop of San Juan
at the rate of 100,000 ounces a week County will bo a record breaker this
is good news for the silver producing year nnd therefore the good
people of
states, of which Colorado is foremost. that rich section of New Mexico will
"For some time past there has been exist, no matter what happens.
an upward movement in all the metals, and silver has been in increasing
Russian editors with
all
their
and troubles are finding time to
demand, both for monetary
speculate
for industrial purposes. This move- on what, will happen when
Japan licks
ment still continues, and with the en- the United States.
Long before that
trance of the government, into the
happens the world will have forgotmarket as a buyer, the price of silver ten that there ever was a
Russia,
is likely to go considerably above the
cents
an
present, quotations. (05
The formation of a new eight milounce).
lion dollar bituminous coal trust In
"The effect of this advance In Colo- Pennsylvania Indicates the confidence
rado cannot be doubted. It will mean of dhe tTust makers, in their
ability
the opening of a considerable num- to keep ft few
laps ahead of the
ber of properties which could not be
worked at a profit under former conditions. And it will mean a renewal of
"Chinks will be
now that
interest in prospecting and develop- a United States court happy
has decided that
ment in those districts where sliver dried lizards
may be imported duty
is known to exist, but where there free.
After all this country is not as
was little encouragement for enter- bad for the "heathen Chinee" ns
it
prise with silver ranging at less than might be.
GO cents.
"In 'Such counties as Lake, Eagle,
Endorsement of a presidential canPitkin, Gunnison, Hinsdale, San Mig- didate two
years ahead of time does
uel, Mineral and Custer, the Increas- not
necessarily carry a single vote In
ed price of sliver means a very rapid
a national
convention. Obvious as
return toward the conditions that exth4s is It. is being overlooked in some
isted prior to 1S93, nnd it should also
be considered that In the ten years quarters.
last, past there has also been a deIf Mrs. Sage decides to spend all
crease in smelter charges and transthose millions In the erection of a
portation which is greatly to the benenational memorial to her late husband,
fit of the silver producers.
"A revival of silver mining Is now she will disappoint thousands who are
assured, and this will be especially working hard laying plans to get
felt for the good of central and south- some of that coin away from her.
ern Colorado."
Kansas, which has long grown sunTHE CANDIDACY
OF DELEGATE flowers for ornament and because it
could not ftl rid of them, is now
ANDREWS.
The announcement of Delegate W. seriously thinking of growing them
H. Andrews that he will be a candi- on a larger scale for the oil and flour
date for renominntlon on the Republi- that can be made out of them,
can ticket for tbe position which he
Chicago race track gamblers are
has ably and successfully filled since
March 4, 1905, is meeting with approv- now using wireleBS telegraph'.
is surely a swift
al by a great majority of the voters
of the Territory and with general ap- town, especially when it comps to gothe "longvgreen."
probation In the Territorial press. The ing after
Las Vegas Optic, for Instance, conAmerican money melts fast In Rur-opsiders the announcement in a very
The late Lady Curzon.
editorial
which
reads:
complimentary
v
"The Optic is Informed that Dele one of the heirs of
r'
est
an
left
gate W. H. Andrews will be a candidate for renomination.
Delegate AnIsn't it a
drews has gained and merited the title of 'The man who does things.' cratic lncul
He has made a first class delegate. running mat
He commands more influence in con
Those Chic
gress than any other New Mexican
of stam
has ever commanded. He Is determin as hard to ha
ed to secure for Las Vegas a govern- - peded New MwAiCO broncos.

Rational Surety Co,, of flew York

AJarandascream
Itlookedllkeahorse;
Notelllngnow;
Keeptotheoourse.

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Ratea,
Strong Linn of Fire Insurance Companies.

Outof theroad
Qlveusaaliow!
Twomllesamlnute
Oeehowwego!
Newark News.

Bine
Thaader.
"The sky certainly is cheerful to
day."
"It surely la, and that's rather
atrange too,"
Why?"
"Because It's ao blue." Philadelphia
Press.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop,

--

Power.
when I read about
Chappy
aome of Edison's wonderful Inventions
It makes me think a little.
Miss Cutlery Ves; Isn't It remarka
ble what electricity can do? New York
Life.

On of the Best Hoteli

I tell you

GxJatae

I

WHAT

WE WILL

DO.

whenever yon want an easy shave
As good a barbers ever gave,
Just call nn us at. our salon
or busy nonn.
At morn or ev
with
We'll curl and 1rs the hair

grare,

tie West

In

nd TabtoScrrfca Unexcelled

Larfi Saaffa Rooau for Comamdal Trareie

Smile.
Smile awhile.
While you smile
Another emllea,
And soon there's mllw
And miles
Of smiles,
And life's worth while
If you but smile.
Chicago Record-Heral-

LA.COME & GABLE, Proprietors.

C THE

L

Legally Advised.
Bill git much out
ld
uv dat last burglary? Second Burglar No. He got so little
dat his lawyer advised blm ter plead
guilty. Judge,

first

Burglur-D-

A
I

R
E

:.

IttLMJ

biiiidivi

HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Nigh. Press tbe Button we do the rest.

Co?onac(o Hotel
The Best .f ie liooms in Ihe Southwest.
KpxtatirnTit in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night anil Day.
i
Hegular Meals, 25c.
Serve? First Clans Spanish Dishes.

,

Special summer ratef u txs Ange
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coas
points by way nt the Santa To Cen
S. W. Railway,1
tral Railway.. R. P.
El Paso & Southern Pacific Rallwaj.
For Information call on or address K
B. Crimshaw, general passenger agent.

Pi.

Insurance Company.

Purely a Mutual

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
l'"lmlng Com
by the New Mexican
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
A Tla.
Cool others if you can, my friend:
Territory of Now Mexico, S07. sheet
hound $1; paper bound. 75c; Missouri'
They'll do the same to you.
But never try to fool yourself.
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code:
For that would never do.
Pleadings, $6; the two for Siu; Adapt
Denver Post.
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
190ft,
and
1901,
Rngllan
1899,
Mexico,
Ait Vnttnlshed Coarse.
leather, t"; 1905 English and Spanish
"Does your son graduate
this
full
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.2!;
month?"
3.50;
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather
"Oh, no! He has another year on
Pocket Ihe track tiam.'' Cleveland Plain
Cover
Flexible
Sheriff's
or Dealer,
two
single, $1.25:
Docket,
more bootrs, $1 each; New Mexico 8u
Good Advice.
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to Ifl, In
Let us then be up and doing:
elusive, delivered ut publisher's price.
See if you can't strike your gall:
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Throw away the rag you're chewing
And bnt a home run while you wait.
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws
Mexlcc
American Spectator.
snci Money's Digest of New
Rppons, full sheep, $6.50, delivered,
Sound.
achool blanks,
"Do you regard that man's arguThe New Mexican Bindery is turn- - ments as sound?"
"Yes," auiwered Senator Sorghum.
fjew Mexican Review and get the
"That and nothing else." Washington
of
a
in
number
orders,
hy sending
'
Star,

fu

NEW MEXICO FOR

FOR
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Ahonkandurush,
Aflashandusmell
Whatdldwehit?
DldsomebodyyellT

-

"In the interest of harmony, how
would Hon, ,1. F. Hinkle and Judge
I'. S. Batemnn do for delegates to the
constitutional convention?"
Roswell
Record.
In the interest of Democratic bar- mony they would do very well. Furt.hermore the Republicans would not
object if Democrats must come from
Chaves County.

WW MIW

FENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

OnlythiHrees.
Loo kattliorn nave
My.whatnbreeze!

I

Mexico.

WW

BERGERE

Whatlsthatblur?

n

!

Miles a MlnnU.

Twomllesamlnute!
Qeehowweflyl
Swlftasumeteor
StreukliiffLhesky.

-
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Unceasing Work Keeps
Strong and Healthy.

JINGLES AND JESTS.

All the blood in the body
passes
through the kidneys once every three
minutes.
The kidneys Alter the
blood.
They work night and day.
When healthy they remove about 600
grains of Impure matter dally; when
unhealthy, some part of this impure
matter is left In the blood. This
brings on many diseases and symptomspain in the back, headache,
nervousness, hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout, gravel, disorder of the eyesight and hearing, dizziness, irregular
heart, debility, drowsiness, dropsy,
deposits in the urine, etc.; but if you
keep the filters right you will have no
trouble with your kidneys.
Locarlo Lopez, of Alto St.,
a man has had attacks of backache fo ten years, some of '.hem so
violent that ho could not walk, could
not sleep at night and could not even
lie comfortably down on account of his
back for at least 5 years of that period,
he knowR something about what chronic backache really Is. As might
n
expected when my kidneys were not
performing their functions properly,
trouble with kidney secretions existed
at night.
observable
particularly
I
and
persistently
consistently
tiled remedies guaranteed to cure kidney complaint, before 1 went to Ire-and's Pharmacy for Doau's Kidney!
Pills, but 1 met with Indifferent sue-cess. Doan'8 Kidney Pills acted directly on my kiducys and in a very short
space of time the backache and trouble
with kidney secretions ceased."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50;
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the t'ntted
Slates.
Remember the name Poan's and.
iake no other.

THE ARIZONA JACK HORNER.
One of the oldest and most respected residents of Tucson in the sister
territory is Geoige J. Roskruge, who
for many years was chief clerk in the
surveyor general's office of the territory. He is very popular and liked
on account of his geniality, good nature and a good fund of humor with
which he Is blest. He recently perpetrated a poetical joke In the columns of the Tucson Citizen, which,
although It is quite a slap at the modest Territory of New Mexico, Is too
good reading to be lost and hence
the New Mexican republishes it herewith:
"The Now Mexican Jack Horner
Sat in a corner
Hating a
pie.
He put in his thumb
And pulled out-T- wo
Senators, chief justice,
A bunch of judges, governor,
Lieutenant governor,
Secretin y of state, treasurer,
Attorney general, comptroller,
Superintendent of public instruction,
Majority in Senate and House,
The state capltoi, penitentiary,
Insane asylum,
Willi sundry other good pickings
And said:
'What a smart hoy was I!'
"The Arizona .luck Horner
Sat in a corner
Eating a Joint Statehood pie.
He put in his thumb
And pulled out a crumb,
And said:
'What a damned fool was J
!'"
!

00.

AUGUST .16, 1906.

THURSDAY,

"

Seawn.
228 San Francisco St.

iu

Kmythiiitf
South Side Plaza."

Tlie Climber.
"With you to share my lot.'' he vowed,
"I'll climb to dizzy heights." Alack!
His climbing has not made her prnud,
For he Is but a steeplejack.
-- Judge.

G.

LUPE I1ERRERA. Proprietor.
SANTA

CouJUeilna lutiavaces.
Green Has Jaggsby's
any Influence over him?
Brown She has when be isn't under
the influence or liquor, Detroit Trib-nn-

Wl, NEW MEXICO.

e

I

lial Teck of

SAflTA FE

'rouble.

All men must have their "pefl; of wtie:'
No single man s above It,
But lots of married men we know
Must have their henpeck of It.

We'll suit the contour of your face.
Our razor sham and scisors keen,
Houston Post
iOur shop is neat and towels are clean,
And everything we think you'll find
Thankful.
!To suit, the taste and nlease the mind,
"Let us go thankfully ou our way,"
W.
room.
Robert's
i
pirsi class hath
says a Blllvllle brother, "and If we
;0. K. Barber Shop, !!47 Salmon Block, can't be thankful let's say nothing and
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M
aw wood."- - Atlanta Constitution.

TOURIST RATES
The Fortane Hauler
"Miss Ooldlslde, for you," he cried,
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
d give my
"I
lljf." But clearly
.lune 1st to .September flOlu Ihe:
He merely meant 'twas his Intent
to
will
tickets
sell
Santa Fe
To sell It very dearly.
Denver;
-- Catholic Standard
nnd return at the rate nl $22.50; Coloand Time.
"
rado Springs, $10.55; Pueblo, $17.55.
A
atural Inquiry.
Tieketa on sale daily and are good for
Mike
Well,
Hooligan's sutopped
return passage until October 31st.
F. D. Marshall, Acting Agent, j worrying- about his life lnsuranee policy.
Santa Fe. N. M.
Pav-P- hat
did he doi
TO CLOUDCROFT.
Lute's Game.
A Summer Resort in Our Own Terrl-- !
Though love, they say, will find a way.
tory.
The scheming lover's game
la just to have her papa pay
Commencing June 1st, good for re-The same.
turn September 29th, 1906, the Santa'
Philadelphia Press.
in
Fe Central Railway,
connection;
wiu!
with the K. P. & S. W. Hallway
Adulterated.
Bell round trip tickets at the low rate
He They say there are microbes in
of $14.f,5. For advertising matter de- kisses.
She Yes; everything Is adulterated
scriptive of Cloudcroft, call nn or address S. B. (Irlmshaw, Reneral
nowadays. -- Vonkers Statesman.

SAJHTApEl

Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease,
TENT

COTTAGES

FOR

THE

CURE

OF

TUBERCULOSIS

Oiel and treatment us approved by lea cling medical authorities.
Personal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fiver
nnd other patients,
for further particulars address,

;DR. J. H. SLOAN, Medical Director, SANTA FE, N. M.

SUMMER

av?-Jud- ge.

1

PLACE
OUR
OTTO
RETSCH
PfopHeto.

Fine Wines, Liquorsand cigars.

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

:

:

:

SANTA

tE,

N. M.

OUDflOW & MQNTENIE

Agent.

Deserves a Medal.
He Is no hero In the fray,
Yet he la loyal, brave and stron- gThe nan who seeks a holiday
A'id takes his two small boys alonf.
Washington Star.

California

SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
Commencing May 1st and until September 3flth the Santa Fe will sell tickHii Figures.
ets on each Tneaday, Thursday and
''He's a great man on figures."
Saturday to Los Angeles and San Di"Mathematician?"
ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90
"No; ladles' tailor." Minneapolis
for the round trip. Return limit of
Journal.
r
tlchet November 30th, 1900.
allowed in California. For particulars
Local Color.
call on agents of the Santa Fe.
Now the green Is on the hillside
F. D. MARSHALL,
And the mauve Is on the rocks,
'
But for variegated colors
Acting Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

-

Stop-ove-

lionk on all the summer socks.

Judg-e-

0Tjj

A
Chance.
"Pa, what's a fighting chance?"
"That, my son, Is Irish for a dlulcult
roposltlon."-Detr- olt
Free Press.

TIME

TABLE.

Arrive.
No. 721
No. 723
No. 725

ad

Eabalaers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

DtfdWi Office BttMnf,
Day TdcpoM 35.

Wis).

rig-htln-

Mark's Little Chaaffear.

LOCAL

.

Undertakers

.12:01 p, m.

Mary had a little lamb
That aamboled on the street;
An auto-iobllcame along
Now Mary's lamb is meat.
Brooklyn Life.

THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile

6:15 p.m.
11:30 p. tn.
The New Mexican Printing Company
Depart.
, has on hand a large supply of pads
No. 720.
.10:00 a. m. and tablets suitable for school work,
No. 722
The short line between Santa F.,
Leave Torrance for Roswell daily at
4:20 p. m. the desk, and also for lawyers and
K0 p. m.
merchants; good anywhere. We will Albuquerque and all points of Central 4 a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Teat
sell them at five cents in book form, and Western New Mexico and Roswell Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p,
eat.
but will give a discount op quantities.
nd the Pecos Valley, saving passen- m. This Is the schedule
time allowed
gers and nulls at least 24 hours In for carrying the mall, but under favormj The New Mexican Printing Company time In making these
points; also con- able conditions, the trip Is made in
Is prepared to furnish cards de vlslte
necting at Torrance with the Rock Is- about half the time. Grips and hand
for Indies or gentlemen on short no- land system for all
'
points east an sachels carried, hut cannot handle
LL,
f D. V:
tice, in first class style at reasonable
eat
trunks at present.
M.
Acting Agent, 9
Call
or
either
prices,
engraved
printed.
City Ticket. Offlce, '
n the New Mexican Printing Com-J. W. STOCKARD, Manager, Foswell, Kew Mexic
tide PlAza, UttuU F
and leave your order.
,

MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

THURSDAY, AUGUST
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1906.

16,

i NEW

8

Tl(E FIRST JiATIOJSAL

Th oideit banking Institution In Nw Mtxlco. Catabllahad In 1170.
RUFU3 J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUQHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
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Taos County.
Red Itlver and vicinity just now Is
the mecca for a large number of outing parties which are encamped In
The A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company will sluk fourteen deep wells at Wlllard and pump water as far east as the Rock Island The comthe mountains, fishing and rusticating.
Mrs. P. B. Colfelt of Red River, has
pany has bought twenty acres of ground adjoining the town site and Is negotiating for forty acres more.
a reputation to sustain In the fishing
line. In one day at a lake near her
home, she caught 75 Ash and In the
river she landed 63 speckled beauties.
Chaves County.
A petition was being circulated at
Wlllard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance Better come now, The town site is owned by
Hagerman last week to secure an elecIncortion to vote on abolishing the
poration of the thriving little city.
Mrs. George A, Puckett, of Roswell,
had a narrow escape from being burnWILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
ed to death last Monday while lightv9..v.,-.;JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Myr.
"
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
WM, R. BERGER, Secretary.
ing a gasoline stove. The gasoline
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
had evaporated filling the room. An
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Wlllard, haa charge of the sale of lots In the absence of Mr. Corbett.
explosion occurred.
Quay County.
"To. incorporate or not to incorporate" is the question In Tucumcarl.
FINE
RANCH FOR SALE.
Homeseekers continue to flock into HEALTH SEEKER
THE BEAUTIFUL
Fiail'y Our ofFRUIT
the best fruit ranches In
Quay County and It Is their own fault
ESPANOLA VALLEY
DEAD AT CARLSBAD
If they leave disappointed.
northern Santa Fe County, about twenAmong
those who filed on claims recently
Effective Monday, February 2ti, 1906. ty miles from this city, Is fur sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
are: Dorsey E. Rhodes, John Rhodes, Went East Too
coed
Out Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit
South Bound
Max. Frost, Boi No. OA, Santa F,
Rosalio Angel, Inez Wharton, John
Raising Abundance of Water.
of Valuable Horse Big Rally
New Mexico
Rio
of
the
IMi
The
Nu
Rudulph, Allen B. Bartley. Robert E.
Valley
Espanola
Oasis.
at
Dever, Sidney I. Wharton, Clapp SumCarlsbad, N. M., Aug. 10. Frank Grande beginning twenty miles north l.Z'l
il.
..MUtH He.. Arr 7,Ui i.U t.
ner, Henrietta Marshal, James S. Rler-so- Brawn of
H1 li
t.iiM 4 0) p
Apache, Oklahoma, died at of Santa Fe and extending north 1.2.10
, l.il
..V Willi liluuim..
Thomas W. Grimes, Edwin B.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
miles to Embndo Is per-- i 25 p ill
the county hospital here, having been twenty-flv" O.U.KI' 3.10 p
....Keimeily....
Stuart.
" S,12! 2.50 n
2. till p
lurk
The
tuberculosis.
the
in
from
sufferer
haps
greatest irrigated valley
" K,:i1 2.10 p
41
40
School Trustees, J. J. Harrison, M.
fruuie.?
was shipped 'to the young man's New Mexico. No other valley has a 1.10 pp til
I. o5 p
.. Juuriurty .. "
ATTORNEYSATLAW.
B. Goldenberg and A. A. Blankensfhlp, body
61
4.85
8.175 l.l'J p
..
,.
.Wiutttiih.
p
came here better climate, soil, variety of
' d,14l li 46
a. us
m
met last week and decided to begin brother In Apache. Brawn
Mtunmti..
p
i
or three years ago, and was great- - ducts or more abundant supply of 6.3j i 81
rtillurd.... " 4,121 II. 25 a
MAX. FROST.
the term for public school in TucumVI
0.65
d,21l .0.55 a
ly beuellted, gaming tmrt.y pounas water for irrigation. The soil in this 7.15 ii m
U.3U ft
at law.
..... liittucn,.. .. "
carl, on or about September 3.
Attorney
to
.,TurrAUf?,.Lvc 6,471 9.60 ft Santa f a '
vaUey Is frea from ,,.,, cold fitormv s.15 i ue
In the advent of the incorporation and seemingly well on the road
New Mexico,
Nothing would winters or excessively hot summers;
of Tucumcarl, among those who have complete recovery.
m 8am& I'u, N. M., with
not
he
could
him
that
convince
John
Connoting
are:
stay
marshal
It is shut In by high mountains
announced for city
RICHARD H, HANNA.
and
the Denver ,w liio Gmune Railroad for
Sam east and keep his health, and he went as a fruit
M. Lawson, Ed McDowell and
the conditions are all
district
Attorney! at Law.
in
i.'oloihiiw,
Idaho,
Utah,
poirus
Phone 66.
Hardwick, and among those brought back, only to be almost Immediately almost perfect. Thousands of acres
Office, Griffin Bit
W
Great
die
Montanu,
iisttiuitfum,
out for trustees are: J. J. Harrison, stricken with his old disease. His re- lie uncultivated and
eighty per cent NorthwMt.
John Pace. S. H. Neafus, Robert. S. turn hcTe was In hopes of 'building up of the waters of
G. W. PRICHARD,
the great Rio Grande
Coiuii'ciitiK
si Torrance lor all
Coulter and Frank Guiterrez.
again, but it only added one more to roll
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
Home
are
seakers
by
unused,
with
State
Golden
tiM
west
t
nail
pulnts
the long list of those who have done
Roosevelt County.
Practices In all the District Courts
Pull43
here
Nos.
44.
more
and
are
and
Limited
settling
to
t;mi,R
rapidly
the same thing.
Portales. Roosevelt County, Is
and gives special attention to cases
The ball teams of Lakewood, Arte-sl- welcomed to help make this beautiful man bertiiB rt'Mirvetl by wlro.
have a fair which has been organized
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
address
Information
and
For
rates
the
In
beat
the
Rockies.
valley
Farm
are
Carlsbad
and
series
a
products
for the entire county.
playing
Offlce, Capitol Bid., Santa Fe, N. H.
B.
S.
GRIMSHAW,
For
further
alfalin
of games at the respective
towns.
particulars
of grains, vegetables, fruits and
general,!
Fe.
Santa
General
Passenger
Agent,
of
bearing orchards, imjvoved
fa will be among the exhibits. There The game last Monday resulted In prices
BENJAMIN M. READ,
To and From Roswell.
of favor of Lakewood, the score being and unimproved lands, etc., address!
will also be a generous exhibit
Attorney at law.
Automobile
with
Connection
made
the
9
6.
Roscoe
of
C.
other
to
at
and
Another
was
estate
real
and im
game
Bonney,
played
fowls, livestock
SauU Fe,
New Mexico.
Roswell
at
for
Torrance
Line
dally.
The
Artesia Thursday with the Carlsbad migration agent, Espannln, New Me
mnnv resources of the county.
Offlce, Sena Blk.
Palace Are.
Torrance
for
leaves
Automobile
ico.
fair III be 1n full operation Septera- nine.
at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
Todd Barber a member of the Carls- ber 13.
12 noon.
Automobile leaves RosCHAS. A. LAW,
if iuu tanuot afford to pay for a at
The teachers of Roosevelt County, bad Board of Trustees, was buncoed
at 1 p. ra. and arrives
well
Torrance
for
Attorney-at-Law- .
who have been attending the Normal out of a valuable horse, saddle and dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
at Torrance at 10 p. ra. The fare be- U. S. Land Offlce Practice, a
Specialty.
Institute passed a resolution before bridle by a man named Mack Adams iew Mexican Review and get tbe tween
Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
New Mexico.
adjournment, In which they characteri- Barber had a bill of sale to the prop cream of the week's doings. It is B and between Torrance and Roswell Clayton,
zed the session as one of the most erty and Adams sneaked It out of the good paper to senil to your friends.
Reserve seats on automobile by Georfle
$10.
N. 8. Ron.
Spence.
profitable In the history of the coun- corral while Barber was away on his
J. W. 8TOCKARD,
If you have anything to sell, rent or wire.
8PENCE & R08E.
thanks to all who ranch In Texas.
ty and extended
Automobile Line.
Manager
Dr. F. F. Doepp has returned
to his exchange use the "Want" column of
Attorneys.
helped make it so. As SuperintendLand, Mining and Corporation Law,
ent Hadley would say, this Is the practice after a much needed rest of the New Mexican.
No. 6411.)
Entry
(Homestead
two months In the Hawaiian Islands.'
Specialities, Notary In Offlce.
proper spirit.
Notice for Publication.
Estancia.
The citizens of Oasis, a new town
New Mexico.
"Caught in Colorado."
The Jadles of Portales are seeing to
Ofof
Land
the
Interior,
The finest lot of Speckled Beauties Department
it that there is to he a fine new fence on the plains about sixty miles east of
N.
M.
flce at Santa Fe,
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
placed around the court house yard. Carlsbad are preparing to give a big that you ver laid eyes on will arrive
once a week at the famous
,
July 12, 1906.
Samples of broom corn from the rally and house wanning on the third
Attorney at law.
the
is
where
that
Notice
will
be served at a nominal
hereby given
they
Las Cruces. New Mexico.
Logan Brothers' ranch are on exhibit of September, In honor of the candiYou
sum.
can't afford to lose this op- wing-named
settler has filed notice
in Portales, on which the brush Is dates for the November election. It
District Attorney for Dona Ana
of securing a nice me's of of his Intention to make final proof
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coun
ihirty ono inches long and very fine. will be a general affair and candidates portunity
Give them a call, in support of his claim, and that said ties, Third
All it needs Is handles to make the of both parties are invited. They will mountain trout.
Judicial District
dust fly. The ranchers have fifteen have an old fashioned barbecue and and they will fix your order to your proof will be made before the register
the
best
cooks or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
two days of festivities. There will be liking. They employ
acres nearly ready to harvest.
A. W. POLLARD,
and waitresses that money can proEllda residents and farmers In the a big crowd Attend from Carlsbad
August 23, 1906, viz.:
disnot
meet
and
Attorney at law.
will
with
you
cure,
all
over the county.
,
Pablo Chavez, for the NR
vicinity are up in arms against the and
District Attorney, Luna County.
appointment.
too festive jack rabbit. A rabbit
T. 11 N., R. 13 E.
. . . New Mexico.
Demlnf
club has been organized and there
He names the following witnesses
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
is soon to be a big hunt. A couple of
Is prepared to do the best of brief to prove his continuous residence up- J. H, Boaham.
c. Wade.
miles of wire fence have been set un
work In short, order and at very reas- - on and cultivation of said land, viz.::
IONHAM 6V WADE,
rsiace.
and Mr. Rabbit Is to be chased upj
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
Frank 8. Leyba, Natlvldad Leyba,
Attorney- at Liv.
uAbraham, New York; M. E.
against this barrier. He is then to
Practice
their
have
briefs
and
In
the
Luis
rapidly
of
printed
Manarlo
all
Supreme and DisMontoya,
Leyba,
bo slaughtered promiscuously.
It j8jSebmWt. Denver; J. G. Caldwell, Jr., correctly and lo present, them to the
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
N. M.
st- - 1jOU1s!
Gallsteo,
L- - Wheeler, I.as
Vegas
said the rabbits are eating up the
Probate Courts and before the U. 8.
Supreme Court now in session here
MANUEL E. OTERO,
H. J. Wilson, Oklahoma City,
crops.
on time, should call on the New MexGenerals and U. 8. Land
Surveyor
Claire.
Register. Officers.
Eddy County.
ican Printing Company and leave their
Las Cruces, N. M.
Ben
Kansas
Alexander
Spitz,
City;
of
the Board of School
Joseph Boyd
orders.
If you do not care to pay for a dally
Trustees at, Lake Arthur is engaged L. Stewart, Moriarty; ,T. B. Manby
E. C. ABBOTT,
In taking the school census. He re- and son, Trinidad; ,T. Nestor Ortiz,
paper, subscribe Xor the Weekly New
Troubles and Constipation. Mexican Review and get the cream of
Attorney at law.
ports that the enrollment of pupils will Los Angeles; J. L. Dillon, Blooms-burg- ; Stomach
Practices !n the District and SuNo one can reasonably hope for the week's doings. It la an excellent
OHn Puden, Monte
be nbout Ifi6 which is considerably
Vista;
preme Courts. Prompt and careful atgreater than last year. School will James Curry, Espanola; W. Reid Al- good digestion- when the bowels are paper to send to your frlenda.
tention given to all business.
Mr. Chas. Baldwin, of
begin in the fine new building at Lnke len, St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. Harry constipated.
District Attorney for the Counties
REAL E8TATE BARGAINS.
Arthur September 15.
Fourina, Trinidad; Charles G. Pheil, Edwardsville, 111., says; "I suffered
Yon can get some bargains In the of Santa re, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
J. B. Howard and son, of Lake Arthur Denver; L. H. Barton, Las Vegas; from chronic constipation and stomach
are preparing to open up a general Miss Jessie B. Smith, Plensanton, troubles for several years, bitf, thanks real estate line right now by calling Juan. 8ant Fe, New Mexico.
store there as soon as the Bank build- Kansas; H. L. Wheeler, Las Vegas; to Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver on the reliable real estate dealers,
II O. Bursum, Socorro.
ing is finished.
Tablets, am almost cured." Why not Hughes & Delgado Offlce west aide
A. B. RENEHAN,
A meeting was held at Lake Arthur
get a package of these tablets and get of Plaza.
Normandie.
Practices In the Supreme and Dislast Thursday evening for the purJohn G. Harrison, Trinidad; Mrs. well and stay well. Price 25 cents.
trict Courts; Mlnnlng and Land Law
pose of devising ways and means for V. Ruttledge, Gallup; Mr. and Mrs. Samples free. For sale by all drugPLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
a Specialty. Rooms 8 9 Sena
Bid.,
securing a bridge across the Pecos John Baumer, Omaha; Jesse McGee, gists.
Why Is It that the firm of Hughes & Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
River east of that town. Bad weather W. C.
A. M. Adair, Estaneia;
Pope,
of
a
success
the
are
making
Delgado
prevented a large crowd from turn- John Wood, Denver.
Largest and test pqulpped Bindery real estate business? It la because this
CHA8. F. EA8LEY,
ing out, but a subscription list was
In
the
Southwest
Coronado.
Arm Is reliable and any property
(Late Surveyor General)
started and it promises to come In
George Myers, Albuquerque; R. E.
placed In their hands will be looked
full of names and contributions.
The
Attornty at law.
Durant, Dodge City; S. Wogodsky,
after In' a businesslike manner. Office
"Picnic for Two."
fianta Fe
New Mexico.
building of this bridge Is Important Pueblo.
of
Plaza.
Is the title of a new and very popu- west
Laid and Mining Business a Specialty.
as it will ,add to the commerce In
lar song now all the rage in tho large
Lake Arthur.
cities where it is being presented. ' SUMMER
EXCURSION
RATES.
Artesia and Carlsbad are looking 7,000 LOCOMOTIVES
EMMETT PATTON,
There is also another "Plcinic For
for each other with blood In their
By way of the Santa Fe Central, E.
Attorney and Counselor at Lsw.
i3
more
or
Two"
which
to
daily being P. & S. W. and Rock Island system
MADE A YEAR
Box 9, Roswell, New Mexico.
eyes, in so far as baseball is concernpresented to the eating public at the points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Office over Citizen's National Bank.
ed. Artesia won the game last Wedin the shape of the finest 25
nesday with Carlsbad by a score of By American Manufacturers Japan
Minnesota, Missouri,, Nebraska, South
cent meal on this or any other earth.
1 to 0.
The contest between the two
Heads List of Customers Among
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, WyFRANK W. CLANCY,
A trial will convince you.
teams of the two towns has become
oming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
Foreign Nations.
Attornty at law.
a matter of principle with residents
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July District
Attorney for Second Judicial
In the New Mexican 1st to 10th, good for return passage
of both places.
A
"want,
ad"
The output of locomotives by AmeriDistrict
until October 31st.
George Newton, civil engineer, can manufacturers exclusive of rail- brings sure results.
Practices In the District Court an
citiand
of
Chito
On
these
rates
respected
Pythias
Knight
excursions,
roads' own
is estimated roughthe Supremo Court of the
zen of ArteBia, died suddenly
last ly at aJbout makes,
The intense Itching chamacterlstlc of cago for round trip will be $48.35. St. also before the United StatesTerritory;
7,000. Of this number apSupreme
of
of
congestion
Wednesday at Hope,
10 per cent was exported salt rheum and eczema Is Instantly Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Mem Court in
Washington.
the bowels. Ho left a wife and a host proximately
For
infor
further
$45.50.
Tenn.,
Chamberlain's
phis,
from the United States in the fiscal allayed by applying
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
of friends to mourn his death.
year ended June 30, the value being Salve. As a cure for skin disease this mation, call on S. B. Grlmshaw, gener
The new school house at Hope is
al
passenger agent
For sal by all
salve .Is unequalled.
$6,375,229.
soon to be completed and to add to
08TEOPATHY.
Japan's Industrial growth Is Bhown druggists.
the building of the place, Stone Wil
Don't forget our large and complete
fact that that country proved
the
by
room
a
six
handsome
burn is erecting
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
the best customer for this commodity,
bindery and job department. All work
II E. No. 4917,
cottage..
work handled In the most
30 per cent of the entire
over
Osteopath.
taking
Tex-as,
Rev. ,T. A. Challener, of Dallas,
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
manner. One trial makes you a perNo. 103 Palace Ave.
number
or 170 out of 662.
will arrive In Artesia in the near The next shipped,
DEPARTMENT
OF THE INTERIOR,
manent customer.
number was taken by
Successfully treats acute and chronlo
future to take charge of the Christian the Centrallargest
Lund Office nt Santa Fe, N. M,
American states and Britdiseases without drugs or medicines.
church there.
Augmt li, m6.
ish Honduras Where 101 locomotives,
No charge for Consultation.
Calling cards, business and note paNotice is hereby Kiven that Epltacln Brlto
valued at $1,131,930, were shipped,
Phone 156.
m.,
de
ol
p. m.
widow
Julio
Garcia,
Garcia, has tiled per, envelopes and legal blanks are Hours:
The New Mexican alms to please
notice of her intention to make final Droof
Mn support of Ilia claim, viz: Homestead specialties of the New Mexican Print
the best element in the community. It
W3 print tha latest and best news.
MINING ENGINEERS.
Entry no. 4M7 made tor the w K NW H See. ing Company.
Is always bright and It. is always clean,
24 Township 16 N . Range 10 E and thut. saM
proor win ne raaae nerore tne negmter ana
Don't forget our large and complete
Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M, on September
CONY T. BROWN,
13, 1006.
Is to love children, and no horn
She names the following witnesses to bindery and job department AH work
Mining Engineer.
prove her continuous residence upon, and handled promptly and In the most
can be completely happy withSecretary and Treasurer New Mexico
cultivation of, the land, viz:
manner. One trial makes you
chosl of Mines.
Tito Duran, Antonio Garcia. Matlas
out them, yet the ordeal through
Francisco Brlto, all of Santa Fe, New a permanent patron.
New Mexico.
Socorro,
Mexico.
which

WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT

Ir66.es.

Loan
Transacts a isnerai banking business In all lit brsnoliee.
noney on the most favorable tsrma on all kind of paraonal and col- ttral ascurlty. Buys and aalla bond and stocks In all marketa for
and foral an exchange and
Ita customs. Buys and aella domestic)
makee talegraphlo transfers ofmonoy to all parts of tha olvlllxed
world on aa liberal terma a ar given by any
agency, public or private, Interest a'lowed on time deposits at the
rata of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year's term.
Liberal advancee made on conslgnr.ients of live stock and products.
The bank executes all order of Its patrons In the banking line, and
alma to extend to them aa liberal treatment In all respects, aa la consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking, tafety Deposit boxse for rsi.t. The patronage of the publlo le respectfully

J
J

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

ViKJOTiS&r:

v

Santa Fe Central

Soon-Bun-

$

$

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
KOSWKIX.

NFW MMUtK),

1

,l)oiiit-miia..- .

THE MILITARY 8CHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Emtern
plete;

a

B-

ill

11

pro-tw- o

and equipment modern ami comall convenience.
baths,

New building, all furnishing

Colleges.

nieetrlc-ltghte-

steam-heate-

water-work-

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,

9'iM per session.

Hussion

Ik

hree terms of thirteen week each.
R08WEII( a noted health resort, 8,700 feet above aea level;
Sunshine every day from September to June.

la.

REGENT8iiathari

W.

M

Reed,

FlnUy iud E. A. Calioon
f or particulars address

W.

M.

Atklnsmi.

COL. J. W, WILLSON,

W

'

'

A.

Supt.

a

OJO CALIEJJTE IjOT SPRINGS.
Thee Celebmted Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Jllff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty mile north of Santa
I'e, an about twelve mile from
Station on the Denver and IUo
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally lino of stages runs to the springs,
foe temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet Climate
ery dry and delightful the year
round. There la now a commodious
hotel for tin convenience of Invalids
and tourists
These '.raters contain
1,(81.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In thn woriil. The efficacy af
e

Bar-aac- a

tLese waters t as been thoroughly test
od by the miraculous cures attested tc

the following diseases: 1'aralysls
llheutnutlsm, Npur.lgla, Consumption.
Malaria, Bright' Disease of the Kid
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial AJfec
tlona, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board
lodging and bathing $2.60 per day; 1
per week; $50 per month. Stage meet
Denver fains and waits for Santa Ft
train upo'i request. Tills resort i at
tractive at all seasons and Is open ai:
winter. Passengers to OJo Calientt
oan leave Santa Fe at 9 a. ra and
reach OJo Callente at t . . m. the tamt
lay. tare for round trip from Santt
to OJn Callente, $7.40 For funhei
turtlimlars, address
In

Res-we-

v

i

Bon-Ton-

follo-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.
N. M.

Ojo Caliente. Taos County,

A. P.

9ec-10-

gpiogelberg.

asar

8

Fnuiciac)

a

Mutt

-

mm

ieilcas flares

and

m etirlas

Unketa, Baskets, Nog, Wan, f'esUhr and Line aVi
Op la, Turejuelsee, Canxtt and Other (asm..
US MOTTO:
T
Have toe fceet ef Iveyttitg is)

H. C. Yontz

MANUFACTURER OF

DEADER IN

rexlcan Filigree

Watches, Clock Jewelry

ail Haul

JEWELS

Fainted CUia.

Hepalr of I'ltm Wi'.i'hes and Jewnlrv Wo If a Specialty. Navaho
dian Goods. Filigree ai Wholesale and Uetatl.
West Sidn Plaza, a,nt!i Fe. N. M.

Rus' and

In-

P. F. HANLEY.
-- DEALl

IE

IN-F- INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

Imported and Native Wires for Family Use.
OUR SPECIALTIES- - Old Crow, McBrayer
Gucktnhelmer Rye, Toylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN

STREET, SANTA

FRANCISCO

Bon-To-

FE

EL PASO,

California, Mexico
AND THE WEST.

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago

.

V

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
A

RL'NNINO

Wldo Vestlbuled, Electric Lighted Train
THROUGH

WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
..-

-

Also Another Fast Thro' Train Dally.

Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding rn

trip cheerfully furnished

J.

A.

y

HILDEBRANT,
Agent,

Torrance, N. M

on

.

2

AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

n

apj liiiation to
V. II. STILES,
General Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Tex.

2- -t

lIrifviTnhftnh9

the expectant

mother

?ass usuaHy i 80

MANUEL R. OTERO.

f suffering,
Register.
dan?er andfear that she looks forward
I 1 Oil 11 HI! 11
t0 the crit'cal kur
apprehension
$100 Rewaicl, $100.
and dfead Mother.g primd, by its pene
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there Is at least one dreaded
and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and disease that soienoe has been able to oure in
trating
.
,
,
an iu siuKtn sua tiitii in vumi ru nans
4
cure ts the only positive cure now
ail- unpleasant
iccuags, , ,anu sot-- prepares me system ior me j catarrh
.
Known to ine ineaioai iraierniiy. iaiarra
,
a
constitutional disease, reanires a
being
orueal luai sac passes imuugu
constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting directly
the event safely and with but
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
little suffering, as numbers have
system, thereby destroying the foundation of
ne disease, end giving the Datient strength
testified and said, "it is worth
by building up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
have so much ralth in its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
Book containing
case that it falls to cure. Send for list of
bottle of druggists.
testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY A CO., Tolepo O.
valuable information mailed free.
,
Sold by all Druggists. 75o.
Take Hall s Family Pills for constipation.
THE BRAIFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, 6a.

fMtffkl)fllirv A

IxlHllinillr IP
1

mU9t

At--

wears

.

The New Mexican Printing ComCIVIL ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS.
pany is prepared to nil promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
CORBET & 8MYTHE.
visiting cards, marriage announceCivil, Mining ana1 Hydraullo
ments, invitations and all work of that
Engineers.
kind. Prices as low as compatible
General Contracting.
with good work. Call at the New Assaying and
East side Plaza
Santa Fe, N. M.
Mexican offlce and examine samples
and prices.
RALPH A. MARBLE,
.

Civil Engineer and 8urveyor.
Letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
United States Deputy.
sold
of
all
sizes
and
envelopes,
printed
by the New Mexican Printing Com Estancia,
New Mexico
pany at low rates and in quantities to
suit. Satisfaction guaranteed.
HIRAM T. BROWN,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
TJ. 8. Mineral
Latest telegraphic news a feature
Surveyor
of the Dally New Mexican.
,
NewUexJco,
ten-tars-

SANTA

FAOti FOUR,

Jb'Jtl

THURSDAY,

N.M.

UEW MEXICAN, SANTA

AUGU8T

16, 190i,

Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,

a

PERSONAL MENTION

TETSON HATS
To the East as well as to the West.
To the North and to the South the

TETSON
HATS

Miss
hdime

A good looking face

B
'has returned
at
a visit of six weeks

Katberlne-Oros-

after

Albuquerque.
Attorneys A. B. Renehan, R. C.
Gortner and John W. Catron left last
night on a business trip to Cerrillos.
J. G. Caldwell, Jr., a shoe drummer from St, Louis, was In town today on business, and registered at
the Palace hotel.
J. Ii. Manby and son, of Trinidad,
are guests at the Claire, Mr. Manby
Is a wool dealer who has considerable
business in New Mexico.
Professor Hiram Hadley, superintendent of public Instruction, returned yesterday from a visit on official
business to Las Cruces,
Attorney Thomas N, Wilkinson, of
Albuquerque, lias gone to the Pecos
Forest Reserve for an outing of two
weeks to fish and rusticate.
Miss Jessie B. Smith, of Pleasen-ton- ,
Kansas, has arrived In the city
and has taken a position In the office
of the Bureau of Immigration.
' Mrs.
V. S. WiHey
and daughter,
Miss Elizabeth Willey have returned
to their home in Albuquerque after a
visit among friends In Santa Fe.
I,. H. Barton, clerk at the Castaneda
hotel at I.as Vegas, was a sightseer
today in Santa Fe. He was accompanied by Charles (5. Phell, of Denver.
The Misses Helolso 'and DIberta
afternoon for
Dlhei't left yesterday
Antelope Springs, near which place
homestead
Miss Heloise DTbent .has

What is the secret of good looks ?
Complexiona clear, smooth,
youthf ul complexion with health
tints that fairly glow with life.
You can have a good complexion.
Your face, neck, arms and
hands can be made delicious to
look at. Use Hagan's Magnolia
Balm and you'll look ten years
younger immediately after applying it. It is not a cosmetic,
neither is it greasy or sticky. ' It
is a liquid as harmless as distilled water.
75c, at all druggists,

CHARLES WAGNER

sheet.
sheet.
of Personal property,
Chattel Mortgage, ' sheet.
Warrant to Appraisers, full short.
Acknowledgment,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Pence,
sheet,
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet,
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
mons,
Replevin Boad,
nd DeForcible Entry
Execution
sheot.
tainer,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Auldavlt,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, "4 sheet.

Uim,
Lm

Ftttnitttfe Co
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

.

We

are as far in the
LEAD

as
TEDDY
in representing

the

PEOPLE

UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.

Charles Winner, Licenced Embalmcr.

Warrant,

sheet
Commitment,
sheet.
Attaohmeat Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
oft
t
General Blanks.
Hugh P, Baker, the forest expert
who was sent by (the division of for- Township Plats,
sheet.
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903.
Wfi CARRY A FULL LIKE AT POPULAR PE1CES
sheet.
estry to Inspect the denuded water- Sheep Contract,
sheds supplying Santa Fe and Las Ve- Agreement,
sheet.
We alo Carry another line which comes cheaper in price,
to
to
from
up
$3.50
$1.25
so.
and also to look into the matters Application for License, Retail Liquor
S.fr,
gas,
$3
Derby,
nurseries at ranger
of establishing
sheet.
Dealers,
headquarters on the Pecos and Jemea Application for License, Games an
sheet.
Forest Reserves, left this morning for Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
Wlnsor's ranch. This ranch Is cen- Attachment Writ;
trally located on the Pecos reserve, Attachment Sumranna as Garnishee,
sheet.
and Mr. Baker will make his headsheet.
Execution,
quarters there for the time being.
sheet.
Summons,
sheet.
Subpoena
HERE TO BOOST
sh8e.
Capias Complaint,
TERRITORIAL FAIR Search Warrant
sheet.
ON ALL
litock Blanks.
Car Load of Posters and Other Ad- Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor'
Recorded Brand,
vertising Matter Arrives in Capisheet; In Books
tal From Albuquerque.
25 Blanks, 10c per Book.
claim.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Ven
Hon. Amado Chaves, assistant su
sheet.
Albuquerque's fair advertising car
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
perintendent of public Instruction, re- with corps of bill posters and boost- Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
arturned last night from a short trip ers in charge of J. B. McManus,
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
iNu
you
to Valencia County on official busl- - rived last night in Santa Fe loaded
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
I )
with posters, lithographs and other
sheet.
Brand,
of
F. C. Merrlweather and J. G. John- advertising matter telling about a few Authority to Gather, Drire and Handle
scheduled
Animals not Bearing Owner's Reson, both of whom are from San Fran- of the ibig 'things that are
j
SWE ET OUR
annual New Mexsheet.
corded Brand,
cisco, were arrivals today In 'the Cap- for the twenty-sixtico Territorial Fair to be held at Aof
are
at
the
sheot.
Certificate
and
ital,
Brand,
registered
We
a big
lbuquerque during tfhe week of SeptemSpecial Ruling Work our Specialty
Our Blank Books speak for them
Dr. Edward
Cbristensen left, this ber
1 L- - ,.Mvf?ia:x1.t:
seems a certainty that, the twenty-s- selves.
"It
in
home
his
El
for
after
Paso
evening
fair will totally
ixth
annual
a visit tin Santa Fo at the home of
I'
,
patSpanish Blanks.
of the kind ever atanything
eclipse
Hon. Thomas B. Catron and an outing
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
McMr.
in
New
Mexico,"
tempted
on the Pecos.
pliego.
Manus stated this morning to a re- Auto de Prison,
of Socorro,
Mayor H. 0, Dorsum,
pliego.
of the New Mexican. "The Declaracion Jurada,
will
well known and popular in Santa Fe, porter
pliego.
Wool and Sheep Growers' convention Fianza Oflcial,
arrived from the south last evening
Fianza Oflcial y Juramento
pliego.
which will convene during fair week
and registered at. the Claire hotel.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pliego.
the
be
greatest gathering
His many warm friends here were glad promises to
pllego.
tlhe south Contrato de Pa tldo,
in
ever
held
of
sheepmen
to meet him.
sheet
Escrltura de Renuncia,
west, and will undoubtedly help swell
For Half 'a Century the Leading Dry Goods House In the City
pliego.
'MVMi.'.l :J.Vt San l''liH'ii',i
t.
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor of the crowd with which the city will be Documento Garantlzado,
de
Fe
New
Formula
pliego.
the Santa
Enumeration,
Railway system for
X. M.
Pbone 36.
SANTA VF...
P. O. Box aig.
thronged that week. One of the prin Contrato Entres los Directores y Pre
.Mexico, arrived In Las Vegas Tuesday
of this convention is to
objects
cipal
from
Kansas City, Missouri. The
ceptores,
pliegos.
place Intelligently before the author!
pllego,
Judge was ill for some time, but .has ties at Washington, New Mexico's Contrato de Combustible,
Notas Obligaclones, ZZc por Efl.
fully recovered.
of
do
the
views on the leasing
public
Libros Certlficados de Bonos, $1.
J. Nestor Ortiz, of lxs Angeles. main.
Libros d Reniboa, Supervisors de
who
has landed and propCalifornia,
"Reckless Russell's marvelous bicy
erty Interests in Conejos County, Colo- cle dive is going to startle the popu- Caminos, :5c,
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.
a rado,
pliego.
was an arrival in the city yester- lace at the territorial fair. Mounted Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
In on a
day. Mr. Ortiz Is also Interested
bicycle 'he rides off of a platform Documento Garantlzado, extensa for
sheep in the Estancla Valley.
one hundred feet in height, shoots ovma entera.
..u.AiGje4
Chairman Arthur Sellgman of the er the handle bars of 'his machine, and
Certlficado de Matrlmonio, 10c.
Board of County Commissioners, left plunges into a three foot tank
of
sheet,
last night for Albuquerque, where he water. This la only one of several
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
was today looking after business In- extraordinary
The balattractions.
sheet.
terests of the Sellgman Brothers' Dry loon race between a man, a woman Lode Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
Goods Company, of which he Is secre- and a
monkey promises to be equally Title Bond to Mining Property,
sheet.
tary and treasurer.
Ten thousand dollars! Title Bond and Lease of
thrilling.Mining
Prop
Now at their best. Will also have CaliMr. and Mrs. John T. Dye, of In- have been 'hung up' in purses fori
erty, vsheet.
dianapolis, Indiana; Rev. James B. the horse races, and same of the
fornia Strawberries and Blackberries
sheat.
Deed,
Wasson, of New York City; Mrs. L, best horses ever seen in this part of Mining
aheet.
Lease,
Mining
R.
Mrs.
J.
Bradford Prince,
Palen, the country have been entered for
every Thursday.
al.iuet.
Coal
Statement,
S Mrs. Hardlnge and Miss Mallison, left the various events. There will be sev- Coal Declaratory Statement
with
Powe
Declaratory
this morning to spend the day picnick- eral Iharness and running races every
&
WEDNESDAYS
POULTRY
FRIDAYS
AfUda- of Attorney and
1
ing on the Scenic Route.
day.
School Blqnhs.
"The Western Amusement Company
Attorney General W. C. Reid resheet.
turned at noon yesterday from Cloud-crof- t wlfh forty shows has been secured Oath of School Director,
where he went as a member of by the management, and will give free Certificate of Apportionment of School
sheet.
Funds,
Governor Hagerman's party. He ex- performances at interval's on the
pects to return to that mountain re- streets day and night. Other features District Clerk's Annual Report,
1 sort next Tuesday to attend the meet- of
Phone 26
Phone 26.
sheet.
the forthcoming fair will be a baby
sheet.
ing of the Territorial Bar Association. show, poultry show, trades' display, Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
Judge A. J. Abbott, as attorney for flower parade, Jersey stock show,
sheet.
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, Sheep and Wool Growers'' Convention Certificate of Appointment,
sheet
Contract for School Teacher,
has gone, to Demlng to be present at and the Retail Merchants' Conven
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
the taking of the testimony there in tion."
shent.
1
The advertising corps has thorough Contract for Fuel,
the right of way case of the ColoraCUT PRICES.
Price.
)
do & Arizona Railroad Company vs. ly billed Santa Fe. 'Lithographs' and
jj
$ M
or
sheets, eacn
We have a quantity of first class
the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad posters have 'been placed in the win On
.1
dows of stores in tfhe business dis- Full sheet, each
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
Company.
2
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
dozen
3 S. E. Comer
sheets,
per
in
are going to close out In the next
the hotel lobbies and on bill
Col. Theodore W. Hemon, one of trict,
36
sheets, per dozen..,-.thirty days at great bargains. Now Is
the first, settlers and leading citizen of boards. Albuquerque business men
60
Full sheets, per dozen . . , v
Unithe time to fit up your house when
celebraare
the
has
advertising
coming
beep appointed
Tucumcarl,
1.75
sheets, per hundred
you can get the best goods at the lowted States Court Commissioner by tion more extensively than ever before
2.B0
sheets, per hundred
est prices. We will furnish your
iimwi IIIIWBB.U
Judge Edward A. 'Mann, of the 6th and this special advertising car will
4. Of'
hundred
You
house from kitchen to garret.
Judicial District Court, and is now in bo on the road practically a month, Full sheets, per
100 assorted blanks take the per
t
can pay cash and get a discount or
during which time it will visit nearly
Clayton, Union County, making
100 price.
we will give you all the time you want
racts of public land entries in his very city and town in New Mexico,
On an order of 500 blanks, customer
on easy payments. Call In and see
and also several towns In Texas, Colocounty.
business card will be printed under fit
our goods.
The Misses Julia and Belle Christen- rado and Arizona.
wit'io:it extra cost
Ing
The
the
car
out
yesstarted
been
have
who
at.
advertising
guests
sen,
D. S. LOWITZKL
sheet
home of Hon. and Mrs. T. B. Catron, terday from
Albuquerque, making Teachers' Monthly Report,
480
Lower
J6.50.
San Francisco Si,, Santa F.
Ledger,
MaPage
left this afternoon for their future stops at Bernalillo, Cerrillos and
Their mother drid. From Santa Fe It goes to Lamy Money's Digest of New Mexico Rehome at Los Angeles.
ports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
removed there a few weeks ago from and thence to Las Vegas, Watrous,
sheet.
Gambling Table,
El Paso. A dinner parity in their hon Springer, Raton and Trinidad, After
sheeU
or was cllven last evening by Mrs. A. billing these towns it will double back Application for License,
shet.;.
on the main line to Los Lunas, thence Sheriffs Monthly Report,
B. Renehan.
Size of Blank,
to
Belen,
0A0ER8.
MAIL
going
Socorro,
Magdalena,
GIVEN
PROMPT ATTtNTION
W. D. Lee, of Alamosa, division sushee. 7x8 inches.
Kelly, San M&rcial, Las Cruces and
perintendent of the Denver & Rio El
sheet, 8xl4 Inches.
Paso. The Itinerary after that in
in
who
the
been
has
Grande Railroad,
BAXTA Ft, H M.
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
cludes
Silver
and
Rlncon,
Demlng
city since yesterday lent in his pri
Promissory Notes, 20 per pad.
vate car today for Alamosa. He was City. Returning again to Albuquer "Minor Law" Cards for Posting. 25c.
will
it
take
another
route,
que
going
accompanied while here 'by his wife, to
each.
Laguna, Gallup, Williams, Flagstaff
and tihe latter's two visiting guests,
Asfofork. The entire advertising Missouri Pleading Forms, )5.
and
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager. .
Miss Gilbert of New York, and Miss
Missouri Code Pleading, J6.
trip will require about thirty days.
AVltmer, of Des Moines.
The two for $10.
The car which is toeing used to dis
John Fielding, formerly a clerk In tribute the
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
matter
for the
advertising
the Santa Fe Central Railway offices
sheet
approaching fall festival is a regular Probate Clerk and Recorder,
here,, who has been spending a few
sheet.
vit,
are
both
and
sides
coach,
passenger
weeks on a farm In Ford County, Kan
sheet
covered with
Money
banners calling Notice of
sas, returned to Santa Fe yesterday. attention to pictoral
A banner Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
event.
the
He will remain here as hta health has
sheet.
stretched the full length of the car
WHY
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
greatly Improved and he thinks the on one side
IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST.
Miscellaneous.
a
of
the
presents
picture
climate cannot be equaled anywhere.
THAT DOES NOT
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
woman
in
balloon
which
race,
man,
REMr. Fielding says Kansas Is going 'to
RECENTLY
WE
Business of
Attended to.
GIVE SATISFACTION.
1903; English and Spanish; paraph
have a record breaking crop this year and monkey, are taking part. Another
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE
.00.
full
$2.25;
let,
leather,
on
banner
the other side of the car
In all lines.
Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather
has a picture of a baseball game,
Chief Justice W. J. Mills, of Las Ve$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
view
second
of
balloon
the
.race
and
You
.
.
.
Interest
Will
. . Our Prices
Surely
-gas, wlio has been during the past announcements of some of the other Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
week at the Grand Canon of the Colo
full
$3.50
$2.75;
leather,
pamphlet,
of
on
the fair. The dates
attractions
rado in Arizona witn nis ramiiy, win which
neriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket
the fair will be given are
Imwill
tomorrow
and
return
proceed
OF
A
THIS WARE,
USER
single, $I.S5; two or more books,
ONCE YOU BECOME
foot high that he who runs may read.
mediately to Clayton, Union County,
$1 each.
KIND.
BUY ANY OTHER
YOU WILL NEVER
where District Court Clerk
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
Romero and two commlssioaers will
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2,751
WAY.
103 Palace Avenue.
draw jurors for the Septomber term
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
Tnen No. 1st.
of the Union County district court.
nearest express office.
TO THE LAWS OF
CONFORMING
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
NEW MEXICO.
H. B. Baca, formerly employed asj
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
The New Mexican Printing Company
a clerk in the store of Adolph Sellgvolume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
man, left via the Denver and Rio hag the largest facilities and most
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
The New Mexican can do printing
The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Grande this morning for Tierra Amar-111- modern machinery for doing all kinds
s
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c. j equal to that done in any of the large Blue Book tor New Mexico, historical
where he will go to work for the T. of Prlnttng and Binding In
I
cities. Our solicitor: Every pler-- of
of Loose-lea- f
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
D. Burns Mercantile Company.
His style. Manufacturers
Official compendium of value to
J work we turn out. Try our work one, and
family accompanied him. Mr, Baca Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work 240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
business man and officer and of
,T.
P.
every
240
Criminal
Docket, $2.75. and you will certainly come again. We
was quite well known here and has a specialty. Best, Book Bindery In the
Page
320 Page J. P. Docket,
have all the facilities for turning out Interest to every citizen, .304 pages.
Civil,
14
many friends who wish him success. Southwest.
'
MexBesides his work In the store, he conCriminal, $4.00.
every class of work, Including one of Price $1,50. Address the New
Mining Blanks.
Santa
Fe.
ican
west.
In
the
best
Printing
Company,
480
binderies
the
ducted several classes in Spanish.
sheet.
$5.75.
Amended Location Notice,
Journal,
Page

ia increasing numbers yppr after yer. The while Wor'd
contribute in tnate'lal nd wears the result
acktuwl-- i
and Dervy-a- re
Rveiywhere the Stetson Hat-Sdged as the standard in style, beauy and finish
Go

SWEET Of

PANTS

f

.

SeligmanBros. Co

Great Reduction

Summer Goods

iloubt

Jk

dll

Jfatf,

LESS THAN COST

the
pants

have heard

of latest

Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists
Lawns, Dimities, Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats, Out-

17-2-

styles

terns and perfect

to

D

fit

3

line

carry

Handsome

I
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COFlECIJVG

h

certainly

ing Suits, Trousers, etc.

please you.

-

-

athan Salmon

..

j

Colorado

.

.-...!

WINTER GROCERY CO.

c

RASPBERRIES

U.S.

PUNE & COMPANY

I

Ojo Caliente, New Mexico,

LitMa
TRY IT.

All You Want

W ate0

Leading Grocers.

jt:

CUT PRICES!

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
Plata,

iMWIIIMillMtWU

itWW

j

-

j

II

ab-s-

Cart wright & Bro..
WHOLESALE GROCERS
H. B.

hand-mad-

firain. Flour and Potatoes. Stationery.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.

il

1 new mexico

EmDioymeni

Mm

AND REALTY CO.

"CHRYSALITE"

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.

Enameled Ware

Lent on Approved Security.

Right-of-Wa-

Non-Rcsidet-

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

.

A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Frtiit Trees.

LEGAL BLANKS.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE

228 San Francisco St.

'

.

first-clas-

e

Telephone

hand-mad-

e

THURSDAY, AUGUST

SANTA. PE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. 31.

1906,

16,

MINOR CITY TOPICS

disabled auto was pulled home for
repairs.
Frank Owen, manager of the Santa
Fe Water und lteht Company of this
city has purchased from Charles
of Harper, Missouri, through the
letter's attorney, W. H. Kennedy, an
f
interest in the New
undivided
Mexico claim In the now placers min
ing district, near Golden. A quit, claim
deed has been filed In the omce or tne
probate clork for Santa Fe County.
.
The consideration specified is
Otto T. Retsch is having the furnil-turwhich has .been stored In the
old Splegelberg homestead, removed
and the building will be occupied
famishortly by Simon Neusbaum and
conducted
Retsch
Mr.
formerly
ly.a rooming house there- In connection
with his Plaza restaurant and since
going out of the resitaurant business
the furniture has been kept there.
A motion to quash 'the information
in the quo warranto case brought to
test, the legality of the title to office
of the present city officials of Gallup,
was heard in chambers by Judge John
In
bench
the
on
R.
McFle,
the Second Judicial District Court in
The
place of Judge Ira A. Abbott.
motion to quash was overruled and
twenty days were given to answer the
information.
Fair weather tonight; Friday, local
showers is the forecast today of the
local weather .man. The temperature at 6 o'clock this morning was
The lowest temperature
59 degrees.
during last night was 58 degrees. The
maximum temperature yesterday was
the
78 degrees at 2:20 p. m., while
minimum temperature was 59 degrees
at 5:10 a. m. The mean for the day
was C8 degrees with a relative humid- lty of 51 per cent.
While on the bench for Judge Ira
A. Abbott for the Second Judicial
Court, Judge John R. McFIe granted
a change of venue from McKInley
County to Sandoval County in the
matter of the- Darrow damage suit

the white rage Into which her husband
fell the day atter the discovery of his
enemy and rival for his wife's affections bad again attempted to lure her
back and the defense are confident
that Mrs. Thaw's story will prove ample justification for the killing.
to
Mrs, William Thaw is expected
come in from Roslyn tto call upon her
son. The newly discovered evidence
that White "had written to her son's
wife on the very day of the tragedy
has made her confident of her son's
acquittal.

Bri-Un- a

The Denver & Rio Grande train
from the north yesterday was an
hour and Ion minutes Into. It was delayed on account of heavy traffic.
i
A meeting of the members of the
Republican .Central Committee has
been called lor September 5 at
The ofllclal call Is published on page one of this issue.

one-hal-
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Florentine Seldago, for some time
a patient 'ait 'tlio territorial Insane asylum at Las Vegas, was discharged
Tuesday as cured and Albert Russell,
an Insane person from ftoswell, was
admitted.
.

Teachers and pupils of the St.
Katherlne's Indian School left early
this morning for an outing on the Scenic
Highway. Three wagonottes
werj
hired to convey the party to the picnic grounds.
Governor Herbort J. Hagerman has
had a stone retaining wall about a
foot high built at the north side of his
home. The grounds are being filled in
and when the grass comes there will
be a beautiful lawn surrounding the executive mansion.
Clerk A. M. Bergere of tlw first judicial district court drew the venire
of grand and petit juries today for the
coming term of the territorial court
of Santa Fe County which will convene on September 3. The1 panol consists of twenty-sevegrand jurors and
thirty-sipetit jurors. The drawing
took place at 2 o'clock this afternoon
in the clerk's office at the court house.
x

j

While Mrs. Miguel A. Otero was
yesterday afternoon some part
of the complicated mechanism of the
automobile broke at the junction d
Tin
CttU'lsteo and Cerrillos Streets.
horseless conveyance came to a sitt
rten stop and refused to budge und. r
its own motive power. A passing
baggage wagonjwas hailed and the

When the hair combs out badly t That
is the time you want to know exactly
what to do. Here is advice founded
on an experience of half a century
gives life and strength to the
Use Ayer's Hair Vigorl It feeds the
hair. The hair stavs in. Grows raoidlv. keeps soft and glossy. There Is hand
J. O.Aytr Co.,
some hair in every bottle of Ayer's Hair Vigorl
Lowell. Mas,
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Theuseofoneof

DE-

POSIT BOXES will cost you the small
$5 a year
to
your
keep
place
insurance
mortgages,

deeds, notes,
all

policies
safe from

papers,
thieves, and
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ComThe Now Mexican Printing
The following orchards and farm
Car of Old Hickory Wagous have bouts, surreys, and platform spring
pany has on hand a large supply of
fruitful
and
famed
in
the
properties
tablets and scratch pads suit- arrived, and are now on sale. If you wagons. You need not send east, as
writing
ArIn
Rio
southern
Espanola Valley
able for school children, lawyers, mer- are In the market for a good wagon, we will give you eastern prices with
riba County In the Territory of New
chants and also for home use, which see the Old Hickory and got our freight added. See line before
Mexico, are for sale at a bargain.
will be cleaned out. at 10 cents a pound prices. We have also buggies, road
There are satisfactory reasons for selland cheaper if ordered in larger quan- wagons, steel and rubber tired runsone
the
finest
of
is
The
section
ing.
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
These tnblets are made from
fruit and agricultural, not only In New tities,
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
To Our Furniture
and all Liver Compluints.
The the od io and ends of the best paper
Mexico, but in the southwest.
double
are
and
olUHinitlile,
you
getting
Mrs. 0. P. Philley, Marl..'
supply of water for irrigation purposes
Department
when
worih
buying.
is ample and stable at all times. The your money's
Fall, Tex. wrlus : 1 iind lier-bin- e
we have added a fli.e 1'np of KraineJ
GIVE T'S A CALL AND RXAMJNB
the best liver corrective I
For
is
of
the
best.
climate
particulars THEM.
Pictures, consisting ;,f Cat bonetles,
evr-- r tried.
It lias done my faC.
address It.
Bonney, real estate and
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
a world of
mily und
rnysflf
Insurance agent, Espanola, New Mexof Ullmnn & Co., New York. These
good. I recommend it to my
nn
If you want anything
ico. The properties are.
friends."
goods are attractive and offered at a
a New Mexican "ad"
low price to introduce them. It costs
No. 1, 45 acres; in acres lu alfalfa,
- PRICE 50c. .
vou nothing tc look at ties and 'on
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
your own iudge.
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
well, ban?, and corral; all fenced and
D. A. R. G, SYSTEM
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
under irrigation; one mile from postST. LOUIS,
MO.
fve have a fuii ilne of Gold Medai
Santa Fe firaiivh.
office, two and a half miles ,to railroad
iiirctive Oct ember Win. IWi.v
station; price $30 per acre.
supplies, consisting of folding
tots, tables and chairs. These folding
No. 2. FiiLl bearing orchard u( 1,200
KOI
KIT
wan hold
JnM nnA Pwnrmnwi'ted by
supplies occupy no space and add
standard apple trees; six miles from
UH
FISCHER DRUG CO.
UU.Ee
Mutton
Noun
pleasure ami comfort to your camp
Espanola; good house, barn, corral itu
life. Also, full line of tents and sup3
and packing house; produced 2,900 :00 a ...0..
Fa
aiittt
.,..Ar
At,
12:51 p
I.v
.. hipauoln
plies. Call and see them.
1S!P
"
against the Atchison, Topeka & Santa boxes of apples last year; irrigation s:ll p .!..
...Kmljuiln
i :2i l
FRUIT JARS.
8:0(1
from
"
Rio Grande; price $2,000.
.Karruiu-1UW p
p ..11..
Fo Railway. Darrow is suing for dami :(ik p
We have a large stock of Jars, all
.. .cwrvillpttt
lu :2 p
3.
marInorchard
No.
acre
and
Seven
of
to
extent
tihe
"
for
t:U p M...
$10,000,
10 DO
ages
...Tret 1'lo.lrttM.
't7.es and rubbers.
if
.. .Aiito'itto
f
p
mile to town, 8:Jo n m...
in a wreck near ket garden tract,
juries sustained
"
0 4J
...Alum ta
p tM..
"
I'ueiil
Flagstaff, Arizona. At the time of the railroad, postofllce, school and church; a4:Mi'
!l:i p
..Coin i ringi. "
railroad accident Darrow was a rail- good six room house, havliig tele- li.io ..m
4p
7 0.,t
Itauvnr .... .. Lt
way postal clerk running between Al- phone; barn, corral, cellar and packSAVE YOUR ICE
Trains stop at Emlmdo for l inei
ing house; a highly profitahle business
buquerque and Los Angeles.
and consequently your money by purccood nifcHls nre served.
where
fine
a
and
home; produces annually
Secretary Charles F. Easley of the
chasing a refrigerator that Is built
to $000 in vegetables alone; price . A Antouito for tMiiango, 8llverl.or
Democratic Territorial "Central Com- $700
scientifically and In the most modern
and intermediate
points.
We can sell you the best one
mittee has named Hon. Antonio Jos- $2,250.
style.
At
AlamoHn
toy Denver, Pueblo anil
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch ol 52
eph of Ojo Caliente as the fifth mem- acres witn
luiermedinte
via the stand- on the market today and will guarpoint?
lences
and
good
improve
antee it to
absolute satisfaction
ber of the committee of five which
has excellent waiter, shelter ard gunge line, vta !.a Veta Pass or the or we'll takegive
It oft your hands.
has been appointed to confer with ments,
narrow
via
the
gauge
Salida,
making
land and controls several thou
You will obtain more refrigerator
committees of other political parties hay
sand acres of fine goat grazing laud entire trip in daylight and passing
to conduct a joint
comfort In a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
statehood cam- No
the
FAMOUS ROYAL GORGF
better proposition for a paying through
than from any other cold storage box.
also for nil points on Creede branch.
paign this fall. The complete commitranch in New Mexico.
Saves Ice, saves money, saves worry,
tee Is as follow? V. S. Hopewell and sheep 5.
K.
8.
HOOPER,
No.
Twenty acres, naviug about
.1. H. McCutcheon, of
saves
health and saves work. BookP.
Colo
Albuquerque; ten acres of full bearing apples of
A.,
Denver,
(.
let for the asking.
Antonio Lucero, of Las Vegas; J. A. standurd
and plums,
varieties,
peaches
Mahoney of Demlng, and Antonio seven acres of good alfalfa and three
Joseph of Ojo Caliente. Mr. Hope- acres garden land, good five room
well is the chairman.
adobe house, well built and finished,
Pedro Alarid, of Santa Fe, the good barn; the whole place almost enIdeas perfected, and
young man who was arrested on sus- - tirely surrounded by a hedge of
models made from
trees which serve as a protection
piciou of being the murderer of Pe
dro Mlrabal, as proved an alibi and from the wind and add to the attrac
Machine, gun
been released from custody. At the tiveness of the place; produced last explanations.
Also
preliminary hearing which was held year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and and bicycle repairing.
yesterday before Justice of the Peace a fourth miles east of Espanola.
and
second
new
hand
bicyNo. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
Chaves at the county court house In
PICTURES AND FRAMING
Albuquerque, Alarid asserted that he half mile east of Espanola al $2,250. cles for sale and guaranteed.
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINTS
was In Las Vegas on the night the This place is a full bearing apple or
ING and ENLARGING. Mali Orders Given Promp1
murder was committed at Old Albu chard and market garden tract of sev- Santa Fe
Works
Attention. Send for Cataloguj.
en
a
room
six
acres;
Inasmuch
as
house;
querque.
the sheriff did
telephone,
256 San Francisco Stieet 2G6.
not have sufficient evidence to hold barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
510 South Broadway
HOWLAND & CO.
the prisoner he was allowed to go. wire fence and house for chickens. A
1,08 ANGELES. CALIF.
Alarid was arrested about two weeks beautiful and convenient homo and a
place to make good money, besides
ago.
W.W.Corbett and W. A. Smythe, com- apples this place has cherries, pears.
T. W. ROBERTS'
I-P-SCI
posing the firm of civil engineers and plums, quinces and targe beds of as
assayers on the east side of the Plaza, paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The
0. K, BARBER SHOP
will leave tomorrow on an extensive vegetable products alone of this place
Three First Class Barbers.
surveying trip in Taos County. There bring in annually $750 to $900. The
will be eight in the party and
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
they net receipts last year in vegetables
will be gone about two months. The and fruit were over $500. Terms cash.
Largest & Best Tubs In City
survey work to be done is a government contract and part of it will be JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
WH0LESAU
The wew Mexican Printing Company
running boundary lines on the Maxwell and Sangre de Cristo land grants. has prepared civil and criminal dock-etHENRY KRICK
Ind
The remainder of tihe wcvk will be the
especlallv for the use of Justices
Sola Agent For
survey of townships. Inasmuch as of the peace. They are especially
RETAIL
most of the surveying wiil be in a ruled, with printed headings, In elthe
temp's St. Louis Beer
mountainous region the party will Spanish or English, made of good
PCAIERS If
Mails orders promptly attended to.
travel on burros, and ten of the little
paper, strongly and durably bound
pack animals havebeen secured for the with leather back and covers and can- Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
trip. Camping paraphernalia and pro- vas, sides, have full Index In front and
Telephone- No. 38
visions will be taken along in addi- the fees of
of the peace and
justices
tion to the surveying apparatus.
constables printed In full on the first
! THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Inches.
page. The pages are
These hooks are made up In civil and
MRS. THAW WILL
Any Flavor You Desire.
criminal
separate of 32
TELL LIFE STORY pages each,dockets,
We will deliver Soda Water In any
or with both civil and
criminal bound In one book, 80 pages .uantlty to any part of the city.
' On Witness Stand in Effort to Save
civil and 320 pages criminal. To InCITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Life of Slayer of White, Her
troduce them they, are offered at the
Telephone No. 38.
Admirer.
following low prices:
16. Florence Civil or criminal
H.00
New
Aug.
York,
PLAZA
BARBER
SHOP
Nesbit Thiw. the wife of the young Combirfed civil and crlmlnnal. .. ,$5.00 THE
For 45 dents additional for a single
c.ttsburg millionaire charged with the
To have our
much the largest asset we hare in our business.
WILLIAM
PAPjSC-.SB
,
Prop.
murder of Stanford White, will be on docket, or 65 cents additional for a
the witness stand In her husband's
docket, they will be sent Leading Toniorlal Parlor In 8anta "a.
ouRtomers eay in their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spita
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
defense.
That decision has been by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
reached by counsel for Harry Kendall full must accompany order. Slate Hilr Cutting a Specialty. Three Flntean be relied upon" is the very t recommendation we can strive
Class Barkers.
Thaw.
plainly whether English or Spanish
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
The central motive for the tragedy printed heading Is wanted. Address East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
Telegraph Office.
that was enacted on the Madison
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It is a great
Don't forget our large and complete
Square roof garden, the youthful and
BOUGHT to any
beautiful wife of White's slayer, has bindery and job department. All work
satisfaction to buy at a store Like this. Every article carries with
parts In the Counfinally decided to go before a jury handled promptly and In the most
send
ticket
One
trial
manner.
makes you
try;
and reveal the story of her life, prior
it our guarantee.
in and get cash for It; tran
a permanent patron.
to and after her marriage to Thaw.
sactions guaranteed; association office.
Young Mrs. Thaw has always been
The New Mexican Printing Company ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albuwilling to take the witness stand, bat
Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
Clifford W. Hartridge, chief counsel is prepared to fill promptly and satis- querque, N. M.
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
for her husband, has repeatedly stat- factorily all orders for engraved visited that it would be unnecessary for ing cards, marriage announcements,
her to testify. She talked the matter
over, however, with Mrs. William
:
Thaw, mother of her husband, In a
long conference in the George Lander
The only first class in city.
Carnegie place In Roslyn, and the two
women who will do most to save
Second to none in Territory.
Thaw, one with her millions, and the
Four
first class artists : ; :
other by her story, came to an agreeALL PERIODICALS
Electrical Baths
$1.50
ment that iresuHed in the decisiin
Thaw
would
that the younger Mrs.
f,o Can make
25
quick sales If price Other Baths
before the jury In her husband's beParlors located West Side Plaza
of
Is
following
half.
satlsfacty
W. H. KERR,
Evelyn Thaw will relate the manner
properties:
in which White continually endeavorCoal
ed to persuade Iter to return to him
while she was abroad with Thaw, and
she iwM tell the dramatic story of her
husband's raglngs against the man
wtyo was endeavoring to persuade her
to forget her marriage vows. ' She
I Have Yet a Very Good Line of
will reveal the inmost secrets of the
Fin Riga, Raliabla Horaaa,
lnl
set In which White and James Breese
Suajlaa, Surrey, Hack.
Properties must be large and
were arbiters elegantarium.
,
Most important of all Mrs. Thaw's of established value.
Call up 'Phon
No.
vhn In
testimony will be the relation of the
of Anythnif In th
Llvary Lint.
Incidents on the day of the tragedy. SEVEBAL MILLION DOLLARS
Driver
She Is expected to testify that White
And All Other Summer Goods
Furnlah.. Raaaonahl
sent her a basket of roses In the later
Nat,
In
to can";' over for noxt season tbey will be sold from now
and
not
onler
Ready for Invertment.
afternoon of that day, accompanied
on at and below coit. Please call and look at) them, no trouble to show
his
which
note
in
he
a
expressed
by
Laud scrip bought and sold
goods.
ardent desire to see her at once. This
Hcgo Seaberg,
letter is now In the possession of the
Thaw defense and will be produced
Raton, N, M
in the trial. Thaw's wife will tell of
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loveiig

where they will not be lost or mislaid
Also a few boxes at $2.50 per year.

UNITED STATES BAJ
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TMBI MRU

Woman who suffer from severe headaches, and all disoa-e-s
due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HERBINB QUICKLY CURES

ART

valuable

fire, from

women use

OUR LEADER

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

a

your

careful

box-eld-

sum of 10 cents each week

and afford you

All

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargain! offered
Comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $S; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Law of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; SherlC'g Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
BARGAINS IN ORCH$3.30 each;
Compilation Corporation
ARDS AND RANCHES Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
50c; Money's DlgeHt of Now Mexico
Located In the Fruitful and Far Famei Reports, full suaep, $3 50 delivered;
full list school lank.
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
North of Santa Fe.
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A tragedy in two tumbled.
There was a humble humble be,
Who grumbled while he bummed.
But hie grumble soon was humbled
By the tuno ha humbly hummed.

NEWS NOTES

Graham County.
WANTED Good girl for general
The Stanley Butte Consolidated Coplahousework. Apply S. New Mexican per Company now has twenty-fivOffice.
borers at work bettering the grade of
the road from San Carlos to Its mines.
One dining room set for sale, con- This work Is absolutely necessary on
sisting of sideboard, chairs, table and account of the heavy hauling that will
writing desk. Call 527 Palace Avenue. be commenced soon. It Is reported
that the company will spend $1,500
or $2,000 on road improvement work.
HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses io rent, loase or for sale, This company also has a large
furnished or unfurnished, good loca- force of men at work on a double
tions. Call on ':he reliable firm, Hughes compartment shaft, which It is sink& Delgado.
Office west side of Plaza. ing on one of its claims.
to Safford that
A report comes
CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE, Messrs. Weast, Clark and Rising last
week closed a deal, with parties from
$43.65.
for their property in the
Oiik fare for the round trip, dates Globe,
Butte district, consisting of
Stanley
51
of Bale April 25th to May
b, return
fourteen
claims, for $30,000. The
limit uly Slat.
is to be paid in 50 days. This
Also on June 25th to July 7tfc, re- money
on which a big strike
turn limit September 15th. Also Sep- is the property
tember 3d to 14th Inclusive, return was made about two or three months
Iberal atop overs ago, and Is, comparatively speaking,
limit October 3.1st.
a now prospect, having been located
allowed.
but a few months ago.
Just like Santa Fe all the way.
Gila County.
---- --- Cflll on any agent for Information.
Lightning never played a stranger ed like immense balls of bees. In the
F. D. MARSHALL,
'
freak than on Sunday a week ago!
barrels containing water they would
Acting Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
when Roland Jones, the
swarm until there was a solid mass of
son of Bud Jones, was struck down by
bees six Inches deep. It was simply
Men Past Sixty in Danger.
a holt of the electric fluid,
which
for the men to get a drink
More than half of mankind over
traversed his body from the crown of impossible
sixty years of age suffer from kidnoj his head to the sole of his foot, of water except at the risk of being
to death, so they were forcod
nnd bladder disorders, usually enlarg
killed tho horse on which he rode, and stung
to capitulate to 'the honey makers and
nient of prostate blands. This Is both
yet resulted 1n no more serious conse-- "knock off" work.
painful and dangerous, and Foley's nucuces to him than a few
slight
A very Interesting tuid suggestive,
the
should
at
taken
be
Cure
Kidney
burns and a period of unconsciousness as well
as profitable, experiment with
first sign of danger, as It corrects irlasting four hours, says tho Globe! tomatoes is In progress at the gov
regularities and has cured ma,v old Belt. Roland was
riding after cattle ernment, experimental date farm near
Mr. Rodney Burmen of this disease
at the
In company with Charles
Yuma. Tho object of the' experiment
nett, P.ockport, Mo., writes: "I gut- Cloud time,
and .his son Frank, on the old
tered' with enlarged prostate gland
is to demonstrate a profitable crop
nnd Kidney trouble for years and aftei Nugget road, six miles north of Globe, for the farmers of this region a crop
when they were overtaken by a storm,
that hitherto seems to have been negtaking two boUles of Foley's Kidney The bolt of
lightning struck young lected.
Cure I feel better than 1 have for
Jones
on
the left side of the head,
L
twenty years, although 1 am now ill
tearing the hat to tatters, ran down
Ireland's Pharmacy
I ypflr.; old."
and across the back to the right hip KUYKENDALL MINING
where (the bolt divided, one fork con-- :
"Are You Glad?"
COMPANY ACTIVE
I'he finetit 25 cent meal can now be tinuing down the boy's right leg and
tearing the heel of his shoe, the other
Restaurant.
secured at the
passing through the saddle and Into Large Block of Development Stock
A nice "Ladies Dining Room" in conSold Extra Men Put to Work
the back of the horse, Instantly
restaurant.
nection with this popular
on Property.
the animal.
A place wnere you can take your famOne of the saddest events that has
ily and give them a. treat, at a small
cost. Give them a call, they will occurred In Globe for many a day was Special to the New Mexican.
treat you right. Good cooks and oblig- me aeatn of Mrs. Caroline Florence
Carlsbad, N. M., Aug. 10. 'Juperin-- !
Kinsman at her residence on last tendent B. S. Kuykendall, of the Kuy-'- :
ing waitresses.
Friday, from hums received from the kendall Mining Company, was in town
Summer Diarrhoea in Children.
explosion of an alcohol lamp. She had today and employed an extra force of
During the hot weather of the sum- occasion to replenish a small alcohol yesterday and employed an extra force
mer months the first unnatural loose- lamp which she was led to believe of miners to work on the company's
ness of a child's bowels should have was extinguished from the fact that prospect in the foothills of the
immediate attention, so as to check she could see no flame, and the misMr.
Kuykendall had rethe disease before it becomes serious. take cost her life. AVhile the
check
from the secretary
ceived
a
flame
big
fi- All that is necessary is a few doses had
apparently disappeared, the lamp of the company, Dr. J. Odd Hamilton,
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and was still In a state
of ignition, and who has been in Ijouisville, Ken-- i
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose when she started to
replenish it the tucky, since the first of June, whore
of castor oil to cleanse the system. Inevitable
explosion occurred. Mrs he has placed a large block of the
Rev. M. 0. Stockland. Pastor of the Kinsman was
on the
First M. E. Church, Little Falls, Minn., the face to thevery badly burned from company's development stock
hips, and death ensued market, and has disposed of a, con-- i
writes: "We have used Chamberlain's three
days later.
siderable amount of same; he has
Colic, Cholera ind Diarrhoea Remedy
Pima Countv.
deals on for several thousand shares
It
a
find
.
tor several years and
very
i
nrt
iiuus wave oeen received from more. A letter from Dr. Hamilton
valuable remedy, especially for sum- fifteen cars of
ore which the Twin
assures the superintendent that
mer disorders in children. ' Sold by Buttes
Mining and Smelting Com- everything is bright now to carry on
nil druggists.
pany of Pima County shipped to the the
development work to a point
El Paso smelters.
The return? hnw where it will he
RATES.
SUMMER TOURIST
definitely decided
a net profit of $238.65
car. On the whether the prospect will
pay or not.
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs basis of tho present per
and Pueblo via tho Denver & Rio will make a not nrofitshipments this Superintendent Kuykendall informed
for
comthe
your correspondent that the copper
Grande. Tickets on sale June 1st to pany of about 5 r'1"
per dav When
September 30, final limit October 31st the new machinery which has Imcn lode was continuing and indeed im
proving with depth; he is sanguine
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo in received has been installed the
daily of the ultimate successful
either direction. To Denver and re profit will be trebled,
development
e new maof the mine into a big paying propoturn $22.55. To Pueblo and return chinery includes
double
a
drum
hoist,
sition. Word received from Secretary
$17.55. To Colorado Springs and re- sheave wheel and
cage, a
air
turn $19.53.
compressor and two 125 horse power Hamilton of the Kuykendall Copper
F. H, M'BRIDE, Agent.
boilers. The machinery will be instal- Mining Company from Louisville, Kenled immediately.
The ore shipments tucky, is to the effect that a big deal
has been practically closed there by
from the mines are
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
being continued
A
him. A capitalist of Louisville has
due mess of speckled beauties daily.
were received at the Bon Ton from an
The fourteenth annual, tournament become interested in the proposition
old time friend who sent them to the of the Arizona Sportmen's Association to the extent of $30,000, and
has
manager that they may be served to will be held at Tucson September 2J. made a bond for $C,000 as a forfeit
the patrons of this popular place. Call 22 and 23, 190C, three days' shooting which has" been placed in a Louisville
anrl get, them now while
are at clay targets, $500 added money. bank subject to the order of the comthey
fresh. They have a conk that knows J. M. Ronstadt of Tucson Is secretary. pany in the event the whole amount
bow to fix them, and If you want a There are six medal or trophy events is not on deposit by December of this
!renl treat In the entir.g line, why Just which can be competed for only by year. This deal now assures the putjgpe them a call, and you will be members of Arizona gun clubs;' the ting through of all the .plans of the
balance are open to all amateurs. All company, which include not
twice us glad.
only the
the gun clubs of the territory will development of the
copper and gold
be
as
well
aa
represented
shooters
but
the oil prospect as well,
claims,
Calling cards, business and note pafrom El Taso, Silver City and Denn- which A. W. L. Nlllson
per, envelopes and legal blanks are
of Roswell,
New
Mexico, Cananea, Mexico, pronounces as good as he has ever
specialties of che New Mexican Print- ing,
Los
and
Angeles. There will be quite seen.
Mall orders
ing Company.
given a
bunch of professionals from the eaji-anprompt attention.
the coast. It is now expected that
the best, trapshooters of the eeut wOl FINE CEMENT BEDS
TO SET YOU RIGHT.
take in tlhls tournament on the!;-- wi y
A good many people
NEAR CARLSBAD
Imagine that oast Jrom the big Los Angeles
mall Is an Intoxicant. To set you
Mohave County.
right on this point, we say, most
Jose Jeres committed suicide at Gold On Railroad, 3,500 Acres of . Valuthat Dr. Uuirltzen's Health Road
able Earth Awaiting Development
Monday night, by taking a dose
Table Mall and Malt Tonic are XOT of
.
Spur Track to be Built.
disJeres
the
waj
intoxicating at all. For sale by
coverer of the now famous Gold Road
H. 3. KAUNE & CO.
mines, which he sold for $50,JOO. The
Carlsbad, N. M., Aug. 16. A. W. L.
Phone 26. money was
squandered and lor a year Nillson, secretary and treasurer; J.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 38
past he has been despondent. In early P. Church, president; W. F. Harbert!
life Jeres was an officer in the Mexi- manager, and C. O.
vice
Harbert,
LOW rtATES TO SANTA FE N. M
can army, but deserted and came to president, respectively of the Orienvia Santa Fe Railway.
the United States.
tal Cement and Plaster
Company, of
From Denver Clorado Springs and
Maricopa County.
Powell, were here recently on an inPueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
With every belt and every wheel spection trip to the cement beds
of the
at one fares for the round trip Dates turning smoothly, the Glendale sugnr
company, these being located at Pole
August 7, 11, 21, 23, 21, 28; September beet factory began operations Monday. 101, on the Pecos
Valley and North3, IS, 25, 27, 28, 29; October 2, 9, 16. People wiho had
gathered from all eastern Railroad lines 13 miles north
limit 30 days from date of sale. For parts of the valley since an early hour of
Carlsbad, and comprising three
particulars Inquire of any agent, Santa Monday morning, it being first sup- thousand five hundred
acres. The
Fe.
posed that the start would be made
informed
corresyour
F. D. Marshall, Acting Agent, befpre noon, viewed with growing in- secretary
pondent that tho company had no
Sant'u, Fe, N. M. terest the operation of the big plant. stock for
sale at present, all the shares
Beets grown in the Salt River Valley so far
been taken by Roswell
having
werf fed in one end in the form of people, there
no Carlsbad holdbeing
pulp the sugar having been extracted ers. He also said that
they had one
and placed where it will be sacked of the finest
of cement earth
and ready for market. Fully 1,500 tons he had ever deposits
seen, and Mr. Nillson is
of beets are ready to. be turned into a competent
judge, having been in
in
more
with
coming
steadily. that and similar business a
sugar,
long time,
is
adverfirm
A Phoenix clothing
being president of the Hondo Stone
sale.
tising a
Company, of Roswell. Numerous tests
Harry Gaskln, a bartender, employ- have been made ana every one has
ed in Phoenix, suffered from heat shown the cement, material
to be of
prostration a few days ago, and for a very fine quality. The deposit also
rewould
if
he
doubtful
a time it was
contains much material good for Portcover. A doctor was called and work- land cement as well as for
plaster
beed over him for several hours
cement. The beds lie adjacent to the
fore it was announced that he was out railroad, and
arrangements are now
of danger.
under way to build a spur track there.
Yuma County.
Mr. Nillson remarked that the peoWith a force of men, Colonel George ple of Eddy County and Carlsbad did
W. Norton has for some time been not know and did not realize the rich
developing the Red Cross mine, sit- possibilities of their own country.
uated in the Mohawk Mountains,
about five miles from Mohawk Sum- Lax-et- s
A Candy Bowel Iiaxative.
mit. It is the only place for miles If you have Constipation.
around where there is any water and If you have a coated tongue.
recently great swarma of bees have If you are dizzy, bilious, sallow.
discovered this fact and taken advan- If you have Headache, Sour Stomach,
.
See for
tage of it. Famished for water, they etc., risk 5 cents on
Infested the camp by the (millions and yourself. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
took forcible possession of the water
New Mexican Printing Company supply. They swarmed on the can- We print the news the day It
teens until those cooling vessels look- Dealers, SanU Fe, New Mexico.

After rumble and much mumble
Was his humble grumble dumbed.
For "I Want You, Mah Honey,"
Wia the tune he humbly hummed.
-J-

t

This handsome solid verili:led trait: run ilmmgti to Sew Orleans, Shreveport and 8t Louis without change, Carries through
sleeper Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate point. Direct
connections made for all points Nonh, Ra md SoutbeaH.
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For schedules, rates and other information, call
R. W. t.'UBTIS.
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Traveling Passenger Agent,
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SPECIAL
i! XCURSION RATES EAST

Via

1

"Yes."

The disgusting discharges from the
nose and throat, and the foul catarrhal
breath, are quickly dispensed with by
using Dr. Shoop's Catarrh Cure. Such
soothing antiseptic agents as Oil Eucalyptus, Thymol, Wild Indigo, ere,
have been incorporated into a suow
white cream, making a catarrhal
halm unexcelled. Sold
by Fischer

Iilissoiiri Paclflo Railway
Through Standard Pullman Sleeping Car
Through Tourist Pullman Sleeping Car
Through Free Reclining Chair Cars
011

Cars Kepi Fresh aon Goal

Electric Fans

Write us and we will take pleasure in furnishing detailed
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What a New Jersey Editor Says:
Lynch, Editor of the Phillips-burg- ,
"1
N. J., Daily Post, writes:
have used many kinds of medicine
for coughs and colds In my family but
never anything so good as Foev's
Honey and Tar. I cannot say too ran ;h
in praise of it." Ireland's Pharmac.

"There goes unothel oh, wow, wow,
wow, whoopee, yow, yow, yow, hi, hi,
hi, whoop, whoop, whoop! Kill 'em an'
eat 'em iipt Rah, rah, rah! Look out
there; he's got the ball! Yip, yip, yip!
He's tied the score, he's tied the score!
Hooray, hooray! I'll bet you didn't
hear me yell!" Cleveland Plalai Dealer.
Them as Now.
"See here," remarked Miss Singleton
rather sharply to Miss Pepprey, who
bad been abroad for some years,
"Maud was just telling me what yon
said to her about my appearance."
"Er yes," replied Miss Pepprey, "I
told her you looked Just the same now
as you did when I left,"
"Why, she told me you said I looked
old."

"Well
Press.
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is sold
under a positive guarantee to cti"e
Cbeoklpsa.
constipation, sick headache, stomach
"You may try to hold me in like you
trouble, or any form of indigestion. If
it fails, the manufacturers refund your did last year," drawled the callow
youth lu the purple hatband, "but I
What more can anyone do.
money.
will M'e that I go through my vacation
We are extremely anxious co have this summer
"That's what you will!" snapped the
our customers try a package of Dr.
old geutlemau.
"I'll see that checks
Shoop's Health Coffee. It is designed
to you are cut out altogether." Detroit
particularly for people suffering with
nervous troubles, stomach, liver, kid- Tribune.
ney complaints, etc., which are InvaJam fonBlble. x
riably aggravated by coffee drinking.
Clara
wish I could believe what he
Hearth Coffee consists of pure toast- says, but
ed grains, malt, fruits, etc. The flavor
Maude What does he say?
Is of true old government Java coffee,
Clara Why, he says he loves me, yet
yet, not a grain of true coffee is used. he has only known me two days.
Sold by Cartwright-Davl- s
Maude Well, perhaps that's the rea-- .
Company.
1

son.

Subscribe for the New Mexican.
We print tho news tho day It hap-

j

Pick Me

l'p.

A
LuaUes

Tbeury,
"What
Dutnley keep talking
about hot weather V"
"I suppose," answered Miss Cayenne,
"Make Hay While the Sun Shines."
There is a lesson In the work of the "It's to get his mlud off it. He's one of
thrifty farmer. He knows that the the people who never give any thought
bright sunshine may last but a day to what they are talking about."
and he prepares for the showers which WashiugtonStar.
are so liable to follow. So It should
Contingent.
be with every household. Dysentery,
"Oh," exclaimed the minister, "fishdiarrhoea and cholera morbus may
attack some member of the home with- ing on the Sabbath! What will your
out warning.
Chamberlain's Colic, father say?"
"Can't tell yet," replied the bad boy.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
h the best known medicine for these "If I don't catch nothln I'll catch It; If
I do I won't." Catholic Standard and
diseases, should always be kept nt
hand, as immediate treatment is Tlmos,
necessary, and delay may prove fatal.
HI Reasoa.
Por sale by all druggists.
Johnny Mamma, when I grows up 1
wants to be a saint.
The New Mexican Printing Compan
Mother Oh, you darling! And why?
lias on hand a large supply of pads
Johnny Why, I was reading that
and tablets suitable for school work,
boys uever grows up to be what they
the desk, and also for lawyers and wants to be.
Judge,
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at five cents In book form,
The Day After the Faarth.
Mrs. de Style-T- hat
plnwbeel I
Legal blanks ot every description, bought here yesterday had no powder
ind conforming to the laws of New In It.
Storekeeper- -I know dot, lady. Id
Mexico, are on hand and for sale i
vos a safety
plnwheel. Woman's
Home Companion.
New Mexican want ads will get yon
anything on earth,
His Record. '
"Do you believe n man can love more
than one?"
Hay F"jver and Summer Colds.
Victims of hay fever will experience
"I know it. Why, between Friday
great benefit by taking Foley's Hoaey night and Monday morning I have
and Tar, as It stops difficult breathing loved a whole summer resort." New
immediately and heals the inflamed York Life.
air passages, and even if it should fail
Hard to Touch.
to cure you, if will give instant relief.
"When a man la distant he's not
The genuine, is in a yellow package.
easily touched," remarked the observer
Ireland's Pharmacy.
of events and things. "Come to think
of it, he's not easily 'touched' when he's
If your Stomach is weak,
CMse, either." Yonkers Statesman.
If your Food distresses you,
If you are Weak and Nervous,1
Geese Prom Shellfish.
Use Dr. Shoop's Restorative for oua
Everybody In the whole civilise,
month hnd see what Is does for you
world between the eleventh and the
Sold by Fischer Durg Co.
seventeenth centuries believed that the
"barnacle goose" hatched from that
If you have kidney and bladder species of shellfish called the barnacle.
trouble and do not use Foley's Kidney The story was first told by Cambrensls
and was devoutly believed by all ChrisCure, you will have only yourself
blame for results, as it positively tendom for more than half a thousand
cures all forms of kidney and bladder years. A well known scientific writer,
diseases.
reviewing the opinions of, Cambrensls,
ays: "According to onr venerable authority, the barnucle goose Is generated
from
of wood allowed to decomFOX AND WOLF HOUNDS pose Inlogsthe water, When decomposition has fairly begun, small bumps on
of the best English' strains tho log may be observed. Little by
In America; 40 years experlittle these iucrease In size, and finally
ience In breeding these fine assume the
form nnd shape of a mass
hounds for my own sport, I of
barnacles, which Is well known as
now offer them for sale.
a kind of shellfish. Soon ufter the
Send Stamp for Catalogue.
or husk, bursts open and a full
shell,
B.
.
HUDSPETH. Slbltv,
J(kfa Co Mo.. grown goose may b? seeu In the water
clinging to the log only by Its bill. A
few days longer It continues to draw
The public la showing Its appreciaIts nourishment from the log, then
tion of the attractive circulars sent breaks away In the form of a
perfect
out by the New Mexican Printing goose, exercising all the functions ot
In
to
rubber
kind."
stamps,
Company,
Its
regard
pens.
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ten-dri-

Remington
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Drug
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rough-on-rats-
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TEN YEARS IN BED.
"For ten years I was confined to :uy
bed with disease of my kidneys,"
writes R. A, Gray, J. P. of Oakville,
"Keep your head still" is the first
could rule in golf, and Bluks means to do so.
Ind. "Ii was so severe that
not move part of the time. I consultPunch.
ed the very best medical skill availIlBCoascloms Vociferation.
able, but could get no relief until Fo"No, sir; I never yell at a baseball
ley's Kidney Cure was recommended
to me. It has bee na Godsend to me." game. If savors too much of barbarism."
Ireland's Pharmacy.
"Why, my friend, you were yelling
Pink Lips Liko Velvet. Rough, Chap- like a wild Indian just a moment ago."
"Who was?"
ped or Cracked Lips, can be made as
"You."
soft as velvet by applying a, light, coat"Me yelling?"
ing of Dr. Shoop's Green Salve. VI
"Yes, you!"
takes out completely the soreness of
"Was It when McGoogle made th
cuts, bruises, and all skin abrasions.
three bagger?"
Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
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THE SILENCED GRUMBLE.

ARIZONA

Bon-To-

IK

AUGUST

1

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
hieh quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
CATALOG

THURSDAY",

.1

Rat.m and Monero Screened l .u m p. por ton.
5.00
(loud (Jonimeroial Hilton Nut
Grate
Tra.idad
Kiudling,
Domestic
PaiUhing.
Screened
Lump,
and Con1 Wood. All order receive prompt find careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

TA I'll. X. M.

!S A.N

e

Cord and Stovt Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your 5tov
Delivered to Any
CERR1LLOS
Part of th City:::
and HAGAN

I

NEW MEXICAN,
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THECOUNTRY BOY'S LAMENT
Cun t go In the parlor now
Sence boarders came.
Maw gits queer idees sumhnw
Wen boarders corne.
Musi have my face washt each day
(Qosh, I wlsht they'd stay awayl)
Dasaent have a word to say
Wen boarders come.

ME T

Got to wear a tlo that's Unit
Wen boarders come.
Maw says, "Keep spruced up a bit,"
Wen boarders come.
Faw an' maw an' sis an' I
Must eat what's left over-w- hy,
I ain't had a piece of pie
Sence kingdom come!

"HI

Rolen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., kt the junc-

Dassent go barefoot no more
Sence boarders came.
Left off the patched Jeens I wore
Sence boarders came.
Got to lend 'em all my things,
Traps an' rods an' flshln' strings;
Got to show 'em all the springs,
Wen boarders come,

points Eait to San Frurminro.

Wen maw gits vacation crops
Of boarder folks
Then my vacation stops,
An' I jest coax
Her for to let me go an' stay
Tn the city far
away,
Where It's quiet, cool, an' they
Don't take boarders.
-- F. P. Pltzer in New York Hersld.

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

Anpclon, F,l T'mc an.!

Old Mexico.
1,000 lmflinns? ami residence lota, si

nut with broad 80 and

5il4C

streets, with alley

TO-fo-

laid

ftt,

20 foet

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,000 people;
large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent

sev-er- al

Roll-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three

Ambition,

ho-

Its importance as a great commercial
city in the near future cannot be e;itimiUd.

,J

The

railroad

Belen

"Traveler wanted for mlnernl water
Steady rise." Scraps.

firm.

Not That Kind or Ebb.
A vegetarian sittlna next to a stranger Id a restaurant before long took
occasion lo advertise his creed by telling him that all meat was injurious
and that the human diet should be

strictly vegetarian.
"But," replied ihe stronger, "I seldom eat meat."
"You Just ordered eggs," said the
"An egg is practically
vegetarian.
meat, because it eventually becomes a
bird."
"The kind 'of eggs I cut never become birds." answered the stranger
quietly.
"Good heavens!" cried the vegetarian. "What kind of eggs do you eat?"
"Principally boiled eggs," said the
stranger. Philadelphia Ledger.
"Did you sell horses to those two
customers yesterday':" we asked of our
friend the horse dealer.
"Yes."
"Make anything?"
"Off of Jones yes."
"Jones? Why, Jones was the one
(hat said he knew all about horses."
"I know. He was easy. '1'ho other
fellow didn't know a thing about thein
and brought around three or four exYork
perts before he would buy
."--

Life.

Rather EielHiia.
Mother (returning home) Gracious!
Tommy, what means this? The lamp
la broken, the dishes are smashed uud
everything Is upside down.
Tommy Why, mother, you said we
could play anything we wanted, didn't
you?
Mother Yes.
Tommy Well, we played the Sun
Francisco earthquake. Chicago News.
Hon He Knew.
"Is your wife having a good time at
the seashore?"
"Yes; she's piijoying herself splendidly."
"I suppose her letters are very cheering?"
"No; she doesn't write at all,"
Judge.
Cool.

"Mary," Mrs. Housekeep called from
the foot of the stairs, "how about
breakfast?"
"Oh," replied the new servant, who
had overslept herself, "ye naden't trouble to bring me anny. 1 ain't very hunPress.
bia
gry this

SETTLEMENT

LIBRARY.

What Home of the Card of the Children Contained.
The door of the Settlement library
opened and in rushed the children, nil
ages and sizes, from the kindergarten
to the highest grade of three of the
large public schools.
The librarian examined the cards
which hud been filled out at home with
the slgunture of the child and that, of
the father.
"Alfretta, you have forgotten to put
down what your father does," said
Miss Jones as she took the card from a
little colored girl.
"My name is Miss Alfretta," replied
the child, "and my father is a traveling
,mau."
"lie's not. Miss Jones." interrupted
Tom Brown. "He's jnst a common
porter on the train."
"Well." said Miss Alfretta, "doesn't
he travel, and if he travels Isn't he a
traveling man, I'd like to know?"
"John, you have not told what your
father does." Miss Jones turned to
the child next In line.
"I don't want to tell, and he said 1
wasn't to oil. neither." replied John,
looking half scaled,
"But I must know what your father
does before you can take nuy books."
"Well," poor MUlo John caught his
breath"! do so want to take books,
but if ho knows I told he'll lick me.
I'll Just whisper It to you, and no one
else need hear." So he went cluse to
Miss Jones and, putting his arm around
her neck, whispered, "He's the bearded
lady at the dime museum,"
"Next!" Miss Jones wrote something
hurriedly on the card.
"I want to explain about mine." A
little girl stepped forward eagerly. "1
wrote my own name myself, but my
father, being dead, was unable to write
his, so I wrote it for him, but my
mother wrote hers herself."
"Annie, you haven't told us what
your father does."
'Tlease, he works hard. He says he
does," said Annie.
"Well, what does he work hard at?"
"ne works nt being an invalid."
"My father Is a miller," said the next.
"My mother is a housekeeper."
"My father is a carpenter."
"Mine Is a peddler, for he peddles."
"1 don't know what to do about my
card," said .Tulla Trusky, pushing her
way toward the desk. "You see, It's
this way. My mother has divorced my
father, and I don't know if I ought to
send the card 1o him or wait until next
week, for then I am to have a new f a- ther." I.ipplncott's Magazine.

face,"sald

one.

"Did she get alimony?" asked the
other.
"No," replied the first. "She got the
salad." New York Press.

Unexpected Death.
01 hear your son Den
suddenly, Mrs. i'lynn.
Was his dith unexplctld?
Mrs. Flynn It was, Mrs. Murphy.
We expictld a pardon from th' guv'nor
to th' verv lasht minute. New York
Press,

Begraratng
"Young Galley says he's going to
quit his foolishness now und work
With a will hereafter."
"Yes, that's because he was left out
of his rich uncle's,"
Philadelphia
Press.

Nothing; Doing;.
May," began Mr.
"would you er be mad if
kiss you?""
, "Not necessarily," replied
girl, "but I would certainly
let
News.
you."-Baltl-

Little Reason to Be.

'

Why, Indeed!

la

After Years.
How well I remem
ber the night you proposed to me, Henry. You looked like a fool.
Naggsby Appearances are not always deceitful, my dear. Detroit TribMrs. Naggsby
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in the center of the city,, well grail

ed (many of them improved by cultivation)
We aeed a first

grafel.
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Industries.
Some infant Industries have grown
To sturdy youth polite and mild.
Occasionally one Is known
A spoiled, unreasonable child.
Washington Star.

The Close of the Service.
"Why does she always go to church
just as the people are about to come
out?"
""Because she only cares for the
clothes of the service." Judge.
Too Trne.
and the world drinks with you
it's enough to make you groan.
you Interview the waiter
'
settle the bill alone.
New Tork Press.

t)tte Proper.

what is an upright
Little Bollo-P- op,
piano?
Pop One that plays only sacred music,, my son. Woman's Home Companion.
Oar Side.

Aa Aeronaatlo Helpmeet.
"The aeronaut's wife seems to be so
anxious to carry out his wishes."
"Yes, she is the most dirigible wife I
Plain Dealer.
ever
land

Canned.
.

v.a MiiUANXC

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLC

f A8T

ate.

.

8ERVICE.
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iMTEWaV

'

STEAMSHIP
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I
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Mil

If yon cnunnt afford to pay for
daily paper, subscribe lor the Weekl
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It la a
good paper tn scud to your friends.

If yon want anything on
New Mexican "ad."

try

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Regu
lar communication flrsi
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7: 30
p.

met."-Cleve-

MJNSHINP ROUTE,

of Mexico.

Had the Shakes.
Freddie, who was subject to the
ague, recently experienced an earthquake and ran to his mother exclaiming, "Oh, mamma, the earth Is having
a chill
Magazine.

Drink
But
When
Ton

Santa Fe Central Railway System,

planned, as stop over privileges are
and ihe tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip Includes the City of Mexico, the
Further Infor"Paris of America."
mation can be .secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdoch, As
slstant General Passenger Agent, Ctty

Johnny went to see the stock yards;
His mother missed him In the Jam;
Johnny fell Into the discard
And came home as potted ham.
Puck.

in.

H. T. STEPHKM-ALAN R. McCOTlD, Cecy.

,

w.

M.

Santa Fo Chapter, No.
Regular
1, R. A. M.
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7: SO

t.

t

8outhweter
Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and 8anta Fa,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa F
with the Denver & Rio Grr.nda Railroad.
. Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, vl
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
W. E. GRIFFIN, B. C.
:30 p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Maaona are
cordially invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLKY. 82.
Venerable Master.
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.

Uth degree,

I. O. O. F.
O. O. F.,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2,
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
tnet
Fellows' Hall, Sun Francisco
Vliltlng brothers welcome.
MAX KALTKR, N. O.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.

S. B. GRIMSHAW,
Gen. Mgr.

W. H. ANDREWS,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

m.

3. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR kSELIQMAN, Secy.

'

Aat. to Pres. and

FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Treat.

A. i.. GRlMSHAW,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt.
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

J. P. LYNG,

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND T0UB9ELP WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMI1
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TiME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3E0AUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

1

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
Has Nothing Left.
"Do you leave your valuables in the
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
"There's one fellow, at least, who is hotel safe when you go to a summer
Regular meeting every first
Pythias.
not spoiled by success."
resort?"
third
Tuesday evenings at 8
and
'Who Is he?"
"Only when I leave." Judge.
Hall temporally with
Castle
o'clock,
'The weather man." Philadelphia
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Press.
Accerdlna; to the Astronomers.
The earth will take a fall complete
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
Into the sun some day.
While There's Wealth There's Han.
fraternal welcome.
And, judging by the summer heat,
PAUL A. F. WALTER. C. C.
"Say, doctor, what do you think
I guBS It's on the way.
about this proposition to kill the IncurJ. fl. CANDELARIO, K. R. 8.
Washington Star.
ables?"
E. H. BOWLER. Master of Finance
"Welle it would depend a good deal
One of Them.
Howell He Is always saying, "What
upon the condition of their
B. P. O. E.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
'
fools these mortals be."
Powell He not only says It, hut he
Santa Fe Lodee, No. 460. R P. O. ...
acts It. Bohemian Magazine.
They Had Ears.
holds Its regular session on the secon
Pliny tells a story of Africans, which
A Very Poor Hatto.
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
he says was well known In his time,
"Where Ignorance Is bliss
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
so
ears
the members of which had
'Tie folly to be wise."
NORMAN L. KING, 1. R.
come.
motto
this
The
merchant's
large that they lay down upon one as
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
not
advertise.
does
'Who
on a mattress and used the other for
Philadelphia Press.
a cover, first carefully stopping up the
aural orifice with cotton or wool to preManlike.
FRATERNAL UNION.
vent the rain from entering.
Mrs. Newlywed-- My
dear, what InteFe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
rior decorations appeal to your taste? Union of America.
Regular meetings
and
Mr. Newlywed-Beefst- eak
Trailing Arbntns.
first and third Mondays in each month
The trailing arbutus Is mentioned by
Magazine.
at 8 o'clock p. m. Odd Fellows' Hall,
two or three Latin writers of the time
San Francisco itreet. Visiting Frat-erThe Wnrst.
of Virgil as symbolic of welcome. At
In
welcome.
thinks
The
saddest
country
Roman feasts, particularly
Are the thoughts of when
R. L. BACA, fraternal Matter.
houses, the arbutus was sometimes
the
Junk
We ate
DAVID GONZALBS. Secy.
bung above the door to indicate a welTnat was labeled "Hen."
come to the. guestj.
Milwaukee Sentinel.
MAGOI1 U. MONTOYA, Tree
pocket-books.-

The Jealons Wife.
"I dou't see why she isn't happy
ly," pa?
Pa Your sister's beau, my son. He with him. He's certainly very atten
is six feet two. Detroit Tribune.
tlve to her."
"That's just it. She argues that he
Biggest Copper Nugget.
couldn't be so attentive to her If he
The moat colossal nugget of pure na- hadn't had a
lot of experience with
tive copper ever found was a single some one else."
Catholic Standard aud
bowlder of that metal which was un- Times.
earthed In a Minnesota mine In 1857.
feet
This giant nugget was forty-flvMarrow With Cheese.
feet broad and eight
long, twenty-twBeef marrow Is appreciated by few
feet thick. It weighed a fraction over cooks save the English, and still
4190 tons.
may be put lo various uses in making
palatable dishes. Cut into slices, boil.
The Three Dollar Gold Piece.
drain and dip in grat
Our coinage once comprised a three In salted water,
place on
dollar gold piece. The authorized act ed cheese and breadcrumbs,
In the oven until
for this coin was passed Feb. 21, 1853, a tin plate and put
Is melted, Serve on slices
and Its coinage was begun In 1854. It the' cheese
or on heated plates with slices
Is said that very few of these pieces of toast
of lemon.
are now In existence... '

an

Mterr.

Of ail the mysteries here below
This one with darkness most Is fraught:
How does the summer landlord know
Just how much money you have
brought?
New Orleans

We like to see the right prevail.
Whatever may betide.
The reason Is that all of us
Are always on that side.
Catholic Standard and Times.

-I-

Rough on HeBST.
, Tommy What Is the "height of fol-

LIME TflltOUlIll TO BELEN,

allowpd

The vain drops pattered dismally
On the dripping window pane.
"Oh, why," they cried,
Dissatisfied,
"Must we stay out In the rain?"
Bohemian Magazine.

Mrs. Murphy
ny died very

Chopping; Him Oil.
(passionately) Miag
Coopah
Smoot, when I am in yo' hilarious iclnlty I feels so influential and delusive
dat I can't explain tie altitude of mub
coheslveness! Miss Smoot Gladys I

Helieved.
"You seem to be In a particularly
happy frame of mind this morning,
Mr. Wadsworth."
"I am. Tor several months past
Hoamley, have had a suspicion that my private
I were to secretary and my stenographer were
In love with each other."
the bright
"And have yon found that you were
be mad to mistaken?"
"Yes. He came to me last night and
asked for my daughter."-Jud- ge.

The lots offered

The Mexican Central has recently
placed nn b;i1h tickets to New York and
return, golup; via thn Mexican Central
Waiting.
He waited and waited and waile- dto oil her Vera Cruz or Tamplco,
The curtain arose at eight-S- he
thence via the famous Ward Steam-Fhisaid she had only to put on her
Line to New York. The return
gloves,
will he by rail over tiny line to El
And little he dreamed of his fate.
So he fingered his hat, and he waited,
Paso. The entire trip, covering thouAnd he waited and Angered his hat,
And and he fingered his hat, and he sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its
fmmiiiH Moro Castle, Newport, and a
waited
And walled and fingered his hat.
dozen of the largest cities of the UniMilwaukee Sentinel
ted Stales, can bo made for $122.60. A
more
delightful trip can not be
Wills.

Mr.

On the Level.
"What's the chief product of Panama?"
And the great statesman never looked up from the momentous document
as he replied:
"Conversation." Washington Star.

SANTA FR WILL GO

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

JINGLES AND JESTS.

James J. IIUI, president of the Great
Northern railway, has bought a New
York residence.
Professor Lombroao, the Italian scientist, Is extremely willful. He ask
advice of his family and always acta
contrary to it.
Dr. Joseph 15. Bryant, who has been
elected president of the American Medical association, is an eminent surgeon and was recently president of the
New York State Medical society.
A. W. Benson, the new senator from
Kansas, has Joined the class of senators known as the "short leggers." It
Includes all the senators whoso bodies
are long and whose legs are short.
General O. O. Howard, retired, and
Lieutenant General Stephen D, Lee,
S. A., are the surviving army com
manders of the north and south re
spectively. They graduated from West
Point in 1854.
Hon. William Plnckney Whyte, the
Dew Maryland senator, is the only man
living who was a member of that body
and voted against uegro Suffrage when
the fifteenth amendment to the consti
tution was passed by It.
Mayor James N. Adam of Buffalo
Is addressed by nearly every one as "J.
Newsboys and politicians and
even many city employees say "Good
morning, J. N.," when they meet his
honor about the city hall.
J. B. Booth, the Canadian railway
magnate and lumber king, began life
as a mill hand. Now he possesses 0,000
square miles of timber land and is the
largest owner in his own right of railways in British North America.
William T. Vernon of Kansas, the
new register of the treasury, is an ac
complished scholar and a fine orator.
He has been engaged In educational
work and has been at the head of an
Institution of learning for some time.
The late Harry N. Plllsbury once ac
complished he remarkable feat of win
games of chess simulning twenty-twtaneously while blindfolded. At various other times he met from sixteen to
twenty players, all champions, and
won from them under the same circum
stances.

all right,
Miss Smoot (coldly)-D- afa
Mlstah Coopah! O' cou'se I likes a gen- 'leman to be cawdial and all dat, but
don't jump up in muh lap, sah; dess
please don't jump up In muh lap. Wo
man's Home Companion.

.

MAIL AND

EXPRESS,

Town and Improvement Company

niornlnV'-Philadelp-

Her Divorce Portion,
"Mrs. Jones Just got a divorce from
her husband for throwing salad in her

TBI I: MAIN

4pply

Wa.

LIMITED

FREW IT TRAINS OF THE

JOHN BECKER, Pmideut.

SIRES AND SONS.

A

FAST

OVER

BELEN TOWjVSITE

tels, restaurants, etc., Bclen is the largest shipping point
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central Ne w
Mexico.

ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

leading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, flalvestcm and
T

M

W.

tion of the Main Tune of the Santa Fe Sytem

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Helen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y

9--

uia

price-lis- t
.!
inches long
Siamp, not over
. . . . Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 and not over 3J inches long. .20o
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over 5 inches long. ..Ma
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
lo
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 2Jc eitra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in size, we charge
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
inch or fraction.
for one line for each one-haDATES, ETC.
$1.00
Ifoca! Dater, any town and date for ten years
10c
Lodger Dater, month, day and year in
35c
Regular line Dater
.$1.60
Defiance or Model Band Dater
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
LOO
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
Iix2, 10c; 2x3$, 15c; 2Jx3J, 25c; 2x4J, 35c; 3x6i, 50c;
4,x7i, 7ic.

One-lin- e

........

lf

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JEW HEXICAJi PRINTING
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

CO.

Sa

'.

tii

-t

i'.

.,.,-

SAKTA i'J3

BAtiErS,

GPyOCES,

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

(Continued From Page One)

BUTCHERS!

ly the first legislation

IFKANCISCO

DKUIAni),

Insurance and Real Estate

r Lave soae chblco property for the person with small capital and also
i,ire bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
:
:
i
:
Santa Fe N. M.
Office West Side of Plaza,

AEERS.

W.

N. TOWNSEND.

"THE CLUB"
&

..

St. Michael's

IS,

MS.

College

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

THE

FORTY-EIGHT-

YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906.

H

BROTHER E. LEWIS President,

DENVER & fUO GRANDE

"Scenic Line of the World,"

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

TO
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Wt

Connection at Dnvw with all line Eat and
Time at Quick ami Rate a Low a Othar Line.

SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST.
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
No Tireorae DLy at Any Station.

PULLMAN

For Illustrated Advertielef Matter or Intomatloe. Addree:
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. and T. A DENVER, COLORADO,
A. S BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

r

jJ'Jfca.JtJ

'tie-up- ,'

The old established line of goods .formerly carried at
"Our Tlace" has been added to our stock. We buy out
goods in government bond and enn guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in ennnpetinn. Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel,

AKERS

GUARDSMEN TELL
OF MANEUVERS

REPORT.

-

$8.-7- 7

V.

W.

MARKET

Tn'f"Tr,1'

ini........-Z.--

THURSDAY, AUGUST

SANTA rJE, K. M.

ad-

r

jiV:.

$8,-7-

HUGHES & DELGADO.

fj.

.'ji'ti'.:--

--

lai-K-

HTOHES.

;'

'.

&l-2-

salt
MINERAL WATER.
year. One can always eat
Coyote Artesian Mineral Water la herring, per lb. 30.
especially recommended toy the bottlers for all kidney, liver and stomach
VINEGAR.
troubles. Being artesian water It la
Good vinegar makes good salad.
free from all possible contamination.
We carry an assortment In bottles.
Price per bottle 15c, per doz. $1.65.
C. & B. Malt vinegar, quarts 35c.
In
use
for
and
water
table
a
As
Kuner's Malt, 25c.
making summer drluks this water has
Terragon, pints, 20c.
Baylo's
no superior.
Bayle's Terragon, quarts, 35c.
Terragon vinegar gives a delightful
zest to a salad.
SUMMER DRINKS.
We have an assortment of soda
water, ginger ale, grape fruit chamCANNED GOODS.
pagne, and unfermented wines that
Our stock of canned fis'h, meats, etc.
Welch's
Grape
is quite complete.
will be a surprise to you, if you have
Juice, pints 30c, quarts 60c; Soda Wat- never seen It. We have a hundred
er, pints 3 for 25c, quarts 15c. Grape sorts to select from.
fruit Champagne, quarts 15c and $1.65
Cold boiled ham, large cans Sic.
of the
Blood
grape champagne,
Underwood's deviled ham, 2ic and
quarts 30c.
30c.
Unfermented wines and California
Common deviled ham 05c and 10c.
older 30o.
Imported sardines 10c to 40c.
the
system,
tirape juice builds up
Sardines a la Itordelaine, fish shaped
is a food and a delightful beverage.
tine, 20c, two for $35.
1 lb, jars Griffin preserves 25c.
Tall jars Fern dell preserves 4'ks.
MALT EXTRACTS.
Are you run down? Do you need a
bracer? Then use Malt Xutrine or
CANTALOUPES.
Schlitz's Malt Extract. These conWe are now receiving ''aily shi Jtain
quantities of hops, and are Wilis of cantaloupes.
They si ill at
sedatives and soporifics as well as five and ten cents each.
flesh builders.
Malt N'utrine especially, contains
BAYLE'S SPECIALTIES.
quantities grape sugar.
Saratoga chip potatoes lb. 25c
Per bottle 20c per dozen, $2.35.
Pretzels, per pound 15c.
Salted peanuts, pound 25c.
BONELESS HERRING.
Bayle's pretzels are dipped in lye
That. Is
liaylc's boneless and skinned her- and baked over an open fire.
better.
are
of
time
this
fine
dish
a
they
why
make
ring

A

"

...

J
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No. 250 San Francisco Street,
urocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 40

LEVI

um

under the
MONEY AND METALS.
It
ministration of William
New York, Aug. 16. Money on call
was enacted at a time when the reveHad Some Hardships But Bore Them
nues of the government were short, firmer,
per cent.
Stoically Sham Battles InspirBar silver 66
when all our people, on farm, In mine,
ing Sights,
mercantile
Prime
and In factory, were unable to realize
paper
New York, Aug., 16. Lead and copreasonable profits upon their respec"It certainly was a fine sight to wittive products and when consumption per steady, unchanged.
maneuver
St. Louis, Aug., 16. Spelter firm ness the sham battles. The
was at a minimum for the want of
tract was six miles In width and ten
5.905.92
steady employment 'by our people at
miles in length. It was interesting to
Chicago, Aug., 16. Wheat Septem- see
fair wages, lu Its oiieratlons that law
the skirmishers spread out for a
73
70
December
ber
has spread more evenly and justly
of six miles and then see the
distance
DecemCorn September 4S0'18
over all production in the United
attacking army come marching over
44
ber
States 'than any tariff law previously
disDecember the hills. There were no fancy
Oats September 30
enacted. Under Its tworklngs, there
plays or parades. We were brought
31
came hope, confidence, employment,
actual warfaro conditions."
Pork September $17.27
January into
profitable production, and univer3a'l $13.50.
Captain E. C. Abbott made the foreprosperity, whldh has grown and In
going remaras yesterday when asked
Lard September $8.70; October
creased from year to year up to the
by a reporter of the New Mexican conpresent time. Under It the people
cerning the federal maneuver encampRibs September $8.95; October
worked ou't their own salvation.
ment near Austin, Texas. The Santa
Fe detachment returned home on the
Dingley Bill Displeases Democrats.
18.
Wool
steady,
St. Louis, Aug,
noon train Tuesday, having disem"It did not, and does not, please the
unchanged.
barked
from the troop special at Lamy.
Democratic party. That party de3
1.
Atchison 94
pfd. 100
Mexico soldiers wore delayNew
The
nounces the policy of protection as
New York Central 141.
ed on the homeward journey on acrobbery mid declares for a tariff for
138
Pennsylvania
count of the washouts in Texas. The
revenue only. This has been the po
Union Pacific 162
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe tracks
sition of the Democratic party for
.
"I
Copper 1041-2were gone in one place and the special
it
its
is
many years;
position today
Steel 411-4- ;
pfd. 1021-2- .
train had to be sent a roundabout way.
and the position of all Its leaders,
Union Pacific pfd. 162
It was routed via Fort Worth, Texas,
Including William J. Bryan and John
re16.Cattle
Kansas Clf Aug.,
Oklahoma Oily, Oklahoma, and NewSharp Williams, the leader of the ceipts 11.000, including 1,500 SouthKansas, traveling part of the way
ton,
in
of
'the
House
minority
Native over the
Representa ern" steady, shade fliigner.
Chicago, Rock Island and
who
tives
time and again during the Steers $4 $0.30; Southern Steers
The national guardsPacific
system.
late session of Congress proclaimed $2.5$4.25 southern cows $2 $3.25;
men were on the road since Saturday
the policy of his party to foe, if clothed Native Cows and Heifers $2$5.00;
evening.
wilh ower, not to destroy protection Stackers
and feeders $2.403$-1.50guardsmen
Six thousand national
iff
Westabsolutely at one leu swoop over Bulls ?23$3; Calves $3 $5.75;
and regular trooiis were mobilized last
night, as he expressed it but to jour ern fed Steers $3.40 ? $6; Western fed week at Camp Mabry. Texas was repney towards a tariff for revenue only. Cows 2$).
resented by four regiments of national
ni
He would not kill the patient outright
slieep receipts i,mv, steauy.
guardsmen, and New Mexico and Ariwould gradually tons $ 1.25ft $5.50; Lambs $Gfi$7.50;
;it one stroke, hut
zona by one battalion each of Infantry1.90; fed ewes men. New Mexico also had one troop
Range Wethers
starve it to death.
"Suoh policy means less wages for $1$5.35.
of cavalry, at the encampment, Troop
Chicago, Aug., 16. Cattle Receljits A of Las Vegas. Of the regulars there
labor, 'both skilled, nnd unskilled, in
of production; and, 4,000, strong to ten cents higher. were the Twenty-sixtevery avenue
Infantry the
with increase of wages and slack em- Beeves $3.90$C.50; Cows and Heif First and Fifth Cavalry and the FifFeeders
and
Stackers
$U5ifJ$5.25;
teenth Field Artillery.
ployment, the great mass of the peoers $2.40$4.61; Texans $3.75ft$4.60;
The first two days of the week were
ple would become less valuable customers to all other producers. Such Calves $5$7.
devoted to searching for an imaginary
Sheep receipts 10,000, strong. Sheep enemy which required fifteen mile
a policy would act and react upon all
"hikes." The New Mexico and Arizona
our people who are customers for each $3.25$5.35; Iambs $4.60 $7.85.
battalions and the regiment of reguother, and we would have the 'nlght- advocated by Mr. H. R. Fuller, the lars wore brigaded together, forming
tmare' of 1893 to 1897 repeated.
"Tariff revision in time of prosper!-t- representative of railway labor unions, the left wing of the attacking army
in the sham battles. Captain B. Ruppe,
always has, and nlwavs will, halt in the most bitter terms as being oj
of
to
the
and
human
Albuquerque thought be had capliberty
rights
business activity,
and posed
production
of labor. Mr. Gompers, with Mr. Sell- tured a battery and troop of cavalry
commerce.
In one of the Imaginary engagements,
Vital for Republican Party to Remain ing, his attorney, advocated a bill in
but the umpire who witnessed the entroduced by request by Representa
in Power.
tive Pcarre, and pending before the counter through a field glass declared
"Tt Is vital
that the Republican same committee, which, In substance, that his entire command had been
party should remain In power for the prohibited United States courts from annihilated.
coming two years in order that the issuing injunctions in any case beThe Santa Fe soldiers come vack
legislative and executive departments tween employer and employe unless tanned after the.r exposure to the hot
of the government should continue in necessary to prevent irreparable in sun, and it is amusing to hear them
harmony. If our friends, the enemy, jury to property or to a property right tell of their experiences while at
should he successful in electing a of the party making the application, camp. They could not see anything
House of Representatives In Novem for which injury there is no edequate to laugh at though, because of having
ber next, that body In the Sixtieth remedy at law and in the next sen- been com polled to march twelve and
sun
Congress would not be in harmony tence provided, 'and for the purposes fifteen miles eveiT day in the hot
with the Senate or with the Presi- of this act no right to carry on bust over the hills. Still they admit that
so ness of anv narticular kind or at any they learned more of what would be
dent.
There would be a
to speak, In legislation. Furthermore, particular place, or at all, shall be con- - exjiected of them in me event, 01 wdi
"
their Buccess would be claimed by strued, held, considered, or treated as than they possibly could after weeks
was
our Democratic friends to be an evi property or as constituting a property spent In drilling in an armory. It to
for hard work for those unaccustomed
Mr. Spelling, speaking
dence of dissatisfaction upon the part right.'
and when night
of the people with the legislation en Mr. Gompers and himself, claimed walking such distances
en- came they slept the sleep of the just
to
be
sueh
that
ought
legislation
acted by the Republican Congress, as
of the and were reluctant to roll out when
well as an evidence of dissatisfaction acted. It being near the end
consideration of the reveille sounded the following mornwith the President and an assurance session further
the House Ju- ing. But now that the boys are restof complete power to be given to proposed legislation by
until the next ed up again and have had several
was
postponed
diciary
them in 1908 to enable them to carry
forof Congress.
square meals they are prone to
out their policies. Their success, con session
remem-be- r
and
the
all
hardships
about
Mr.
of
to
get
Gompers.
Policy
Opposed
of
servatlvely speaking, would halt proonly the amusing Incidents
"Speaking for myself, I am not in
duction and consumption, and neces
the
relieve
to
were
many
which
there
demanded
by
favor of this legislation
sarily, business and commerce, at Mr.
of the dally, routine.
Gompers. The po wer of die courts monotony
least
Instead of forging
to issue writs of injunction to prevent
ahead, as we are now doing, in every
New Mexican adverting pays.
irreparable injury to property or to
producing and business avenue, we a property right for wthlch there is
would halt, aye, more, we Would re
no adequate remedy at law, is older!
bureauxl!
trograde.
than the constitution and as well es-- ;
Forecast for New
Labor
tablished as any other principle of
Fair weather tonight; Friday hical
"Education, invention, capital and law or equity. The inrjienable right
labor have struck hands. The forces of each citizen, be he weak or strong, rains.
Yesterday the thermometer rlnered
nnd ro to and from his
of na'ture are utilized in production i. tn
for the 'benefit of both producer and property without molestation, and to aVnl'u
temperature. 73 deg'ees at
consumer. This condition necessarily carry on business thereon, ana, in me 3:30 p. m.
entitled
Minimum temperature M) degrees at
required the combined activities of pxercise of such right, he is
employer and employe. Naturally dif to call upon the government for pro 5:10 a. m.
The mean temperature lor the St
ferences arise between the tiwa as to tection through the courts.
"In the executive departments oi nours was m ueures.
what is a proper wa.ge, or, in other
Mean relative humidity r,l per cent,
of the
words, as to a fair division of the the government the record
Lowest temperature during last n ght
courageous
been
brilliant,
has
profits of the business.
Laborers party
5;) degrees
found It necessary to
with and honest and the name of 'Ro08e "Teropprature at 6;00 a. in. today, 59
ail
each other and act together In determ ve3t' has become a synonym for
degrees,
realms
ining from time to time what was tlhose qualities throughout the
lie has been the
due them in the division of the profits of civilization.
he
"According to the last census 30,000,- President of all the peoiple, and
In his efforts to
tireless
000 of our people are
been
has
in
employed
and
painful operations, and 3,000,000, ac serve the people by wise, just
cording to the statement of Mr. Gom fearless administration of the law.;
"The Congress has worked in har-- '
pers, are organized In what are popuwith the President and em-- '
known
as
mony
'unions.'
I
feel
larly
quite
sure that sutih organizations of lalbor bodied into law more df 'his recom. ,
, ,
have, as a rule, been useful, not only mendations than foas fallen to the lot
to the laborer, (but to the employer as of most chief executives. I believe;
well, and to the whole citizenship of the record of the 59th Congress made
the republic. If I were engaged In In Ik first session will go into his-- j
such occupation, I have no doubt that tory as one of the best records of
for the benefit of all the
I would be a member of the
organlza legislation
OPENS MONDAY, AUGUST 20.
tion.
people that has ever been made.
"With equal privileges to all, there
Commercial, Normal,
Preparatory,
Discussed Government By Injuncis no Teason to doubt that by enter- - Engineering, College, and
tion.
"There has been much criticism and prise, Industry and competition, un-- ate departments,
de-much denunciation
Complete faculty,
against alleged der equal conditions, monopoly is
will
cease
a
and
Seven buildings, including two new
and
creasing
finally
vio"government by injunction," and
lent attacks have been made upon the square deal afforded to every com-- ! dormitories.
Beautiful campus and healthful sup
Judiciary of the United States. Dur- petlng citizen.
"We are willing to stand by the roundings.
ing the late session of Congress, labor
leaders differed as to the legislation record and trust to the Intelligence of; For further Information address,
'
that was desired. Mr. Gompers, pro- - the ipeople as to whether they will
Fed-to
continue this record of prosperity and
j
P'flf
fessing
spoak for the American
Yf'
- 1 f-- 0-J
eratlon of Labor, denounced the so-- i wise regulatloa of abuses, or accept
called Fuller Bill, pending' before the the preachings and promises of the
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
House Committee on the Judiciary and demagogue."
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BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH
Good Road via Espanola, N. M.,
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SULPHUR SPIRNCS,
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You'll Have to Hurry!

Chamberlain's

A lady just from Mexico arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come quick and get the
first pick.
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Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curios In tht United 3tae.
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year.
This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have sold it for
many yeui and know its value.
It has received thousands of
testimonials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory
results.
It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
or a physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can
ou aSord to nsk so much for so

e?

MEAL.

Diarrhea Remedy

Almost every family has need
of a reliable remedy tor colic or
diarrhea at some lime during the

THE ORIGINAL

SQUARE

Makes a man feel at peace with tbi
whole world. You ea get It at the
Bon Ton Hott! and Lunch Counter.

BUY IT NOW.

J.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.

Office
1

tn

9

p.

Telephone No. 30.

Bcnre :

m., except Wednesday

Y ard Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAI,
First class accommodations for
llmltpd number of patients.
New operating reoms completely
equipped with modern Instruments. Jaradlc, galvanic
and static electrlcltv.
Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,,
Ozone Generator, Etc,
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